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Summary and Recommendations 

During the Salvadoran peace process, all parties 
recognized the need for a National Reconstruction 
Plan (PRN)-a blueprint for a massive effort to 
rebuild the country in the wake of the armed conflict. 
From the outset, however, there were two very 
different conceptions of this "reconstruction* effort. 

The FMLN (Farabundo Marti National Liberation 
Front) and its base of support within civil society 
insisted that the PRN lay the foundation for economic 
development in the ex-conflictive zones through the 
integral support and empowerment of economic 
agents who had traditionally been marginalized by 
#he country's economic elites. For the Government 
of El Salvador (GOES), on the other hand, recon- 
struction consisted of the physical reconstruction of 
the war-tom zones and compensatory programs 
designed to alleviate the conditions of poverty among 
the population of these areas. Development, in this 
view, was to evolve through marketdriven accumula- 
tion which would eventually create employment 
opportunities for the population, thus opening the 
path out of poverty. 

In the immediate post-war climate, there was great 

- -- 
hope that the r m n s t r u c t i o n p r ~ c e s s ~ 8 s i s ~  -- - sear~%-6r common ground between these views, or 
at least a working consensus. The PRN was suc- 
cessful in the sense of attracting significant financing, 
but these first two years of reconstnrction were a time 
of often unproductive clashes of views rather than a 
participatory, consensual experience. Important 
factors in this situation include: 

1. The absence, in the peace accords, of specific 
mechanisms to assure beneficiary participation in 
program design and implementation; 

2. International pressure for the PRN to adhere to the 
gbbal effort to structurally readjust the Salvadoran 
economy; 

3. The proximity of the 1994 elections which height- 
ened sensitivity concerning the political impact of the 
PRN. 

The PRN was launched in early 1992 with the 
government's establishment of the National R m n -  
struction Secretariat (SRN). The United States 
Agency for International Development's (USAID) 
immediate financial support to the SRN established it 
as the key institution in the reconstruction process. 

However, the majority of PRN financing is, in fact, 
passing through entities other than the SRN. For 
example, a large bridge-repair program is channeled 
through the Ministry of Public Works and a project to 
rehabilitate the electric system is passing thmugh the 
Hydro-electric Commission. The Social Investment 
Fund (FIS), a poverty-alleviation program supported 
by the Inter-American Development Bank, also 
receives large amtints of PRN money. 

When both SRN and non-SRN projects are taken into 
account, 1h;e PRN tsmges as a pian 01 primarily 
government action oriented, in the first place, toward 
infrastructure improvements _____-- with a s------ - 

~ ~ f o w ~ I ~ e v i a t i n g  poverty among the target 
population. The PRN is not, fondamentally, a 
developmentai plan. 

Rather than seek consensus with opposition forces, 
the SRN has taken a more exclusionary attitude, 
perhaps owing to a perceived need not to allow the 
FMLN to gain any political benefits from the distribu- 
tion of reconstruction funds. For example, the non- 
governmental organizations (NGOs) traditionally 
more associated with the FMLN and the population of 
the PRN target zones have been forced to struggle 
for even minimal participation in SRN projects. This 
dynamic has persisted through the two years of the 
SRN's operation, although, in recent months there 
has been a modest opening toward the NGOs. 
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For their part, these "opposition" NGOs are in a high- 
speed attempt to convert themselves from 
implementors of emergency and subsistence projects 
in a highly political context to technically competent 
representatives of communities seeking economic 
transformation. Support for this effort has come from 
the same network of international development 
agencies that made war-time projects possible. The 
NGOs can also point to impressive resutts, but they, 
too, are confronting the difficulty of meeting expecta- 
tions for post-war economic improvements. As a 
sector, they are conscious of the need to confront the 
limits posed by their institutional deveiopment and 
the enormity of the task of promoting development in 
the post-war context. The re-vitalization of this NGO 
sector is critical to long-term development, not just in 
the ex-conflictive zones but in the country as a whole. 

The PRODEPAS program was established with SRN 
and USAlD support to provide training and institu- 
tional support to NGOs, thus enabling them to better 
participate in the PRN. Given the size of the invest- 
ments in the program, PRODEPAS has shown 
limited resutts and has been totally revamped by 
USAID. 

Considerable SRN resources have been committed 
to local governments through the Municipalities in 
Action (MIA) program. The notion of decentralizing 
government action is laudable and a significant 
number of projects have been implemented. Our 
study of municipalities in three different areas of El 
Salvador suggest, however, that the MIA program 
has not met its democratic promise. Given the 
"winner-take-all" structure of local government, the 
mayor has inordinate power over project choice, and 
even in those cases where the mayor has apparently 
supported local consensus-building initiatives, 
political opposition at other levels has undermined 
local participation. Finally, the administrative prob- 
lems in the relationship between the SRN and the 
municipalities has slowed project implementation to 
the point that atternative mechanisms-like the 
Social Investment Fund (F1S)--are preferred by 
many mayors and local citizens. 

Projects to achieve the reinsertion of the ex-combat- 
ants of both sides constitute another important area 
of SRN activrty. The continuity of these programs 
has been seriously damaged by the delays in the 
transfer of land to both ex-combatants and civilian 
tenants. Without a solution to the land problem, the 
entire program is in doubt. Another serious question 
about reinsertion concerns whether or not the 

combination of credits, training and technical assis- 
tance included in the reinsertion program is likely to 
give the excombatants a reasonable opportunity to 
become successful producers. USAID, the main 
financial supporter of the reinsertion program, has 
been made aware of the difficulties through its own 
evaluation of the program, atthough there has been 
no systematic, broad-based survey of the current 
impact of the various programs on their intended 
beneficiaries. 

The Mid-Level Commanders Program (Mandos 
Medios) is among the most unique and controversial 
of the reinsertion programs. tt is a program negoti- 
ated directly by USAlD and sectors of the FMLN to 
provide for the reinsertion of 600 officers of the FMLN 
by transforming them into small-business entrepre- 
neurs. Participant training has been completed as of 
April, 1994 and the off ices are now soliciting credits 
to make their initial investments. The same doubts 
about long-term viability that plague the overall 
reinsertion program also persist with the Mandos 
Medios Program, and many suggest that this prefer- 
ential program for officers is creating negative 
divisions within the ranks of the FMLN. These 
doubts are even greater when one examines the 
program as it applies to women ex-commanders in 
rural areas. 

The UNDP (United Nations Development Program) 
has played an important technical assistance role in 
relation to the SRN, and has worked to mobilize 
donor support for Salvadoran reconstruction. At the 
same time, the agency has performed a 
reconciliatory function between the SRN and the 
opposition NGOs, by involving these NGOs in UNDP- 
implemented projects. 

Quite hdependentfp of the SRN, the European 
Economic Community (EEC) is implementing a major 
project for the reinsertion of ex-combatants in the 
department of UsulutAn. Preliminary evaluation of 
the program suggests that, in general, it is being 
camed out more efficiently than the SRWUSAID 
reinsertion work while projecting an underlying 
philosophy more oriented to the emergence of ex- 
combatants as viable agricultural producers. Despite 
these early successes, there are questions about the 
levels of popular participation in the design and 
implementation of the EEC program. 

The entire National Reconstruction Plan has impor- 
tant achievements to its credit: it has created ternpo- 
rary employment opportunities, carried out impres- 
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sive infrastructure repairs and reconstruction, and 
met some of the most immediate needs of the 
populations of the exconflictive areas. At the same 
time, there are serious questions about how far the 
government plan has advanced toward the produc- 
tive reinsertion of excombatants or the overall 
economic reactivation of its target areas. In addition, 
the PRN has not combined its choice of municipal 
governments as prime channels for reconstruction 
funds with decided action to insure that those funds 
are distributed in a participatory and democratic way. 

It is much too early to speak of the failure of national 
reconstruction in El Salvador, but the process is in 
serious trouble. Despite election publicity to the 
contrary, however, the PRN has neither laid the 
foundations for real development in the country's ex- 
conflictive zones nor significantly enhanced the 
process of reconciliation. 

The govemment need not assume all of the responsi- 
bility for the problems of the PRN. Some of the 
donors providing funds for PRN work have been slow 
to fulfill their pledges. In addition, the FMLN and 
some sectors of the beneficiary population have been 
uncooperative in certain areas and inefficient in 
providing necessary information in others. The 
relatively closed attitude of the govemment toward 
participation in the PRN has greatly aggravated these 
difficulties. 

These problems, and a variety of other internal and 
external factors, have conspired to create profound 
tensions in the reconstruction process that are rooted 
in questions about the ability of the PRN, and espe- 
cially the SRN, to cany out its mandate. These 
tansions are reflected in increased conflict surround- 
ing reconstruction work and increased difficulty in the 

_~au--5--to c - arvom - 

the rest of the reconstruction plan. 

Reconstruction virtually ground to a halt in early 1994 
as the nation awaited the results of the "elections of 
the century." Now that the ARENA party has won a 
decisive victory in the Presidential race, many fear 
that the new government will resolve the crisis in the 
reconstruction process by simply tuming its back on 
the needs of the ex-conflictive zones-and, by 
extension, the peace accords. 

This possibility can not be lightly dismissed, but our 
analysis suggests that there is at least a possibility 
that reconstruction can be "rescued", that is, the PRN 
being carried to its conclusion in a way that: 

1. convinces the intemational community that it is still 
a project worth supporting; 

2. offers space for opposition participation in program 
design and implementation, and 

3. allows for the reorientation of SRN efforts toward 
well-planned development programs focused on the 
beneficiaries of the Land Transfer Program. 

Without such a rescue of Salvadoran reconstruction, 
a historic opportunity will have been tragically squan- 
dered, and the cycle of injustice and resistance, 
repression and rebellion that has characterized 
Salvadoran history for centuries is likely to persist. In 
the hope that the Salvadorans will be able to break 
this cycle, we offer the following recommendations 
for action by the major international and national 
actors in the reconstruction process: 

1. USAlD should seek Sahradoran govemment 
support for a reorientation of the agency's support for 
reconstruction redirected toward an economic 
development plan focused on those receiving land 
through the Land Transfer program. 

2. Increased participation of both the target popula- 
tion and NGOs experienced with that population 
should be a key goal of that reorientation. 

3. All program delivery mechanisms-including 
governmental and nongovernmental entities-- 
should be re-evaluated based on their capacity to 
implement such a plan. 

4. The EEC should renew its commitment to support 
reconstruction in El Saivador, especiaUy by assuring 
adequate s u p r t  f o rm- *  - -- - 
reinsertion program in UsulutAn. That program's 
exclusive focus on ex-combatants is highly counter- 
productive and should be omitted in the second 
phase. Finally, the EEC should also increase its 
commitment to programs which increase popular 
participation in program design and implementation 
and the growth of a vibrant non-governmental sector 
in UsuluGIn. 

5. In keeping with its goals concerning the participa- 
tion of civil society in reconstruction, UNDP should 
devote more resources to an integral program for the 
institutional strengthening of Salvadoran NGOs. The 
elements of that program should be defined by the 
NGOs and the PRN target population. 
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6. The UNDP should take concrete steps to r-nore 9. International NGOs should maintain their eco- 
firmly situate its concepts of usustainability" and nomic support for development alternatives in El 
"human devebpment" in Salvadoran government Salvador while seeking higher levels of coordination 
debates concerning reinsertion and reconstruction in in those efforts. In addition, these NGOs should 
general. devote more resources to informiryl their national 

governments of the key issues regarding Salvadoran 
7. In view of the prnblems facing the PRN* UNDP reconstwain. As they seek to adapt to their new 
should strengthen its resources post-war roles, the Salvadoran NGOs require the 
in support of Salvadoran reconstruction and to take moral and technical accompaniment of the responsibility for oversight of those resources, when NGOs. 
necessary. 

8. The government should reaffirm its commitment to 
the PRN as part of the peace accords and evaluate 
the plan's fiscal situation in light of the potential need 
for more internally-generated funds for reconstruc- 
tion. Similarly, the GOES should promote a second 
national consultation concerning the PRN after two 
years" in order to seek concerted sokrtions to the 
problems faced by the plan. 

10. Salvadoran NGOs should attempt to collectively 
analyze the full range of their experience with the 
PRN and develop new strategic approaches for the 
next phase of the program. Such planning shoukl 
address the need for higher levels of coordination 
among NGOs. Regardless of the future path of the 
PRN, the processes of institutional development and 
reorientation of these NGOs should continue. 
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The Framework of Reconstruction 

Introduction 
In early April, Sie in southern Usuluthn is dominated 
by heat and dust. After more than five months 
without rain, it is hard to believe that it has ever 
rained here. Against that backdrop, just under one 
hundred families are trying to build their lives in a 
new hamlet called Nueva Esperanza (New Hope). 
Over twenty of those families are headed by men and 
women who fought in the guerrilla army of the 
Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN) 
during the 12-year war in El Salvador. 

Reconstruction? The word brings you blank stares in 
Nueva Esperanza. Before the war, this land was part 
of a huge plantation in the heart of the richest cotton- 
producing area. The war drove the old owner out; 
the property is one of a great many disputed war- 
zone properties. Many of the families of Nueva 
Esperanza come from cooler northern towns in 
Chalatenango and Morazhn. Refugees in the war or 
supporters of the guemlla army, they believe that the 
peace accords signed by the FMLN and the govern- 

m e a t i n ~ r l ~ t t e H t ~ m - m n i -  - 

struct a new kind of economy on this land, and that 
the government is obliged to provide them with the 
tools to realize their dreams. While they do not see 
themselves reconstructing anything, as the named 
beneficiaries of national reconstruction, it is their 
hopes and dreams, alongside their strengths and 
weaknesses, that give meaning to the debate about 
national reconstruction. 

Far from Nueva Esperanza, in the air condiioned 
conference rooms of the World Bank, there is an- 
other reality that is shaping national reconstruction at 
least as much as the visions in Nueva Esperanza. 
Here, Salvadoran government officials negotiate 
agreements about structural adjustment, the heart of 

economic policy since the conservative ARENA party 
took power in 1989, that will define the economic 
future of El Salvador into the next century. (See Box 
on page six.) 

Here, there are no blank stares about reconstruction. 
World Bank representatives know of the Salvadoran 
government's agreement to respond in a massive 
way to the needs of the people most affected by the 
war, and they are clear that the government has 
international obligations to structural adjustment, as 
well. In fact, they see the government's effort to raise 
$800 million in international funds for national recon- 
struction as a guarantee that El Salvador will "stay 
the coursew on structural adjustment without increas- 
ing government deficit spending.' 

Between Nueva Esperanza and the Wotld Bank, a 
dizzying array of actors play out the drama of recon- 
struction in El Satvador. Reconstruction faces the 
dual challenges of reactivating the economies of the 
ex-conffictive zones while promoting reconciliation 
among those who were life-and-death adversaries 
during the w ~ ~ ~ ~ - b f o ~  to - --- 
a happy ending. 

Hemisphere Initiatives has published several reports 
examining progress in the implementation of the 
peace accords: the reform of the judiciary and the 
military, the formation of the new civilian police, and 
the resolution of land conf~icts.~ This report dis- 
cusses the National Reconstruction Plan called for in 
the accords. The discussion is grounded in a global 
institutional analysis and case studies. We focus on 
the National Reconstruction Secretariat (SRN), the 
only governmental entity created to oversee the 
reconstruction process, though we make clear that 
programs overseen by the SRN are only a portion of 
projects within the wider context of the PRN. 
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Structural Adjustment and National Reconstruction 

Structural adjustment has two mapr compo- by implication, the structural adjustment agree- 
nents: the reorganization of the economy to rnents with the World Bank, etc.--were simply 
maximize the role of the market in the allocation not on the table. The weak agreement on 
of resources and services, and reforms of the national reconstruction in the Chapultepec 
State to remove it from most economic activities Accords reflected the government's insistence 
and to modernize it so that it can more efficiently on the sacredness of its structural adjustment 
support private sector market ac t i~ i iy .~  program. 

A successful structural adjustment program The subservience of national reconstruction to 
requires commitments by domestic leaders to structural adjustment's requirements was 
deregulation, privatization, tariff reduction, confirmed two months after the signing of the 
export promotion, and reduction of government peace accords at the March 1992 meeting of 
social subsidies and deficits. in exchange, the the World Bank Consuftative Group. The World 
Wortd Bank, the International Monetary Fund Bank, negotiator of structural adjustment plans, 
(IMF) and the Inter-American Development sponsored the forum where donors would 
Bank (BID) each provides critically needed determine the levels of resources available for 
financing on favorable terms, a powerful incen- reconstruction. The Worki Bank does not 
t i e  to comply with structural adjustment com- control the PRN; it sets a framework within 
mitments. Implementation frequently has which national actors shape and implement the 
recessionary effects, necessarily "harsh medi- plan. 
cine" needed to "core the patient", to use a 
metaphor employed by plan advocates. The Salvadoran Minister of Planning suggests 

that "congruence" between the PRN and the 
The Christian Democrat government defeated GOES economic plan is insured by: 
by ARENA in 1989, attempted to implement 
structural adjustment, txrt was prevented from 1. minimizing the increase in the GOES' fiscal 
adopting a complete program. by the war and, in deficit as a result of the PRN by heavy reliance 
the eyes of ARENA, by excessive state eco- on external financing? 
nomk intervention. 

2. minimizing the creation of new government 
ARENA came to power determined to imple- entities while continuing efforts to modernize 
ment a~mde1 stnsstwa1 adjustment program- and decentralize the Safvadoran state. 
even though the country was still at war. The 
new government Immediately initiated negotia- This-has- . . 

--A twnswiMmeW6-iWEadi IeadTiijoaf%t in the face of donor hesitation to support some 
structural adjustment loan of $75 million in programs and the demands put on state institu- 
February 1991. This agreement opened the tions by the massive reconstruction program.5 
floodgates for a series of bans from the IMF 
and the BID The need to conform to structural adjustment 

planning has resulted in the PRN's program- 
The structural adjustment negotiations took matic orientation toward repairing infrastructure 
place even as the Sabadoran government and short term poverty alleviation rather than a 
(GOES - Government of El Salvador) and the developmental effort to support the emergence 
FMLN were struggling toward an agreement to of non-traditional economic agents in the 
end the armed conflict. The GOES repeatedly country's ex-conflictive zones.6 
told the FMLN that its economic program-and, 
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It is much too early'to speak of the failure of national 
reconstruction in El Salvador, but the process is in 
serious trouble. Twenty-eight months after the 
signing of the peace accords, hundreds of projects 
have been fully executed and thousands of employ- 
ment opportunities have been created. Despite 
election publicity to the contrary, however, the PRN 
has neither laid the foundations for real development 
in the country's ex-conflictive zones nor significantly 
enhanced the process of reconciliation. 

On March 20, 1994, Salvadorans went to the polls in 
what were billed as the "elections of the century." 
The registration and voting, marred by serious 
inefficiencies and irregularities, resulted in a resound- 
ing ARENA party victory in municipal and legislative 
races, and a near first-round victory in the Presiden- 
tial race, affirmed in the April 24th second round. 

Though ARENA presidential candidate Armando 
Calderon Sol made inconsistent comments regarding 
the peace accords, toward the end of the campaign 
he said compliance was a "national commitment." 
The advent of the new administration offers an 
opportunity for a thorough re-thinking of national 
reconstruction to correct important weaknesses. 
Some observers doubt that ARENA will seriously 
pursue reconstruction goals, while others dare hope 
that a fresh approach can rescue reconstruction. Our 
report hopes to contribute to that rescue effort. 

The Rise and Fall of 
- - _ C C ~ ~ p $ e d Z j - R ~ ~ ~ ~ & i ; o n -  -I 

The signing of the peace accords at Chapultapec 
Castle , Mexico City, in January 1992 created an 
incredible sensation of euphoria throughout the 
country, but lefi Salvadorans with a great many 
unfinished tasks-national reconstruction among 
them. At that time, there was much talk about 

reconstruction as a "concerted" process through 
which the interests of the different actors could be 
reconciled through an open, participatory process. 
The treaties vagueness does not lend much support 
to this view. 

The FMLN was definitely interested in strong agree- 
ments on reconstruction and other economic issues, 
but the government's determined resistance to this, 
and the FMLN's own lack of clarity on an economic 
program led them to make a conscious choice not to 
push for stronger economic language as part of their 
"bottom line" in the negotiations.' As a result, the 
ChapuRepec Accords clearly states that the govern- 
ment, alone, was to elaborate a reconstruction plan 
and then seek the input of other social forces (which 
it did). There is a vague reference to the accords 
reflecting the "collective will" of the country, but no 
mention of any participatory mechanism for the 
actual implementation of the program.8 

The Chapultepec Accord is so vague and inadequate 
on the issue of reconstruction that it does not even 
prescribe mechanisms for dealing with the vital first 
step in reconstruction-the response to the material 
needs of FMLN combatants as they made their way 
to the concentratiotl points stipulated in the accord.9 

Furthermore, all drafts of the PRN make reference to 
the need to insurethat reconstruction develops as an 
integrated part of the overall government economic 
plan, and govemgnt off iciats continue to echo this 
sentiment today. Thus, the government set the 
parameters within which any "concerted effort by the 

- G Q E S , ~ ~ ~ m e d f  um-andmeT---- 
fected communities might occur. 

The FMLN was not interested in participation for its 
own sake. They called for reconstruction funds to be 
used to turn beneficiaries into the active agents of a 
"new popular economyu1 that would fundamentally' 
alter the Salvadoran economic structure as the peace 
accords attempted to alter the political structure. 
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The reconstruction debate 
about participation was not 
just about economic visions. 
In a pre-electoral period, with 
the promise of a great deal of 
foreign money to support 
reconstruction, the govern- 
ment wanted to keep an eye 
on the political interests of the 
ruling party. Every govern- 
ment official categorically 
rejects the notion that the PRN 
has been used for ARENA'S 
political benefit. Important 
evidence suggests otherwise. 

Significant reconstruction 
funds have gone to non- 
governmental organizations 
controlled by relatives of the 
Vice-President and other 
private-sector stahwarts of the 
ARENA party.14 Even after 
the return of "exiledn mayors to 
conflictive municipalities, there 
have been inordinate delays in 
the movement of municipal 
reconstruction funds to the 
most conflictive areas of the 
country, i.e., those in which 
the FMLN has a strong 
presence. During the 
election period, thousands of 
dollars came from the budgets 
of both the SRN and the 
Social Investment Fund (FIS) 
to publicize local infrastructure 
projects as political achieve- 
ments of the ARENA govern- 
ment, and the location of FIS 
projects obeyed a political 
logic. The virtual exclusion of 
the FMLN and the opposition 
non-governmental organiza- 
tions from direct participation 
in the PRN can easily be 
understood as an effort to 
block any effort by the FMLN 
to accumulate political capital from the reconstruction The notion of a concerted reconstruction, therefore, 
process. The evidence stands at the side of common had two strikes against it coming out of the accords, 
sense in support of the contention of one UN official but in the euphoria of 1992, everything seemed 
that the PRN is a series of "technical projects under possible. Many hoped that a combination of popular 
decidedly political managernent."16 pressure and the insistence of the international 

The New Popular Economy 
The "new popular economy" refers to the survival strategies devel- 
oped by poor Latin Americans as they confront a Yormal" economy 
that has no place for them. In El Salvador, this economy has a 
special twist because its foundations were laid in war-time when 
production was sometimes considered a subversive act. 

This economy exists in cooperatives and communities in rural and 
urban areas all over El Salvador, but one of its strongest expres- 
sions is in the rural communities of the ex-conflictive areas where 
displaced people and refugees have returned to build new lives. 

During the war, this popular economy was a subsistence economy 
that often relied on external support for its survival. "Opposition" 
NGOs served as a criiical link between that economy and the 
outside world.12 The new popular economy in El Salvador also 
relied heavily on the hope which flowed from a utopian vision of 
egalitarian community which, through labor, could meet the eco- 
nomic needs of all its members. 

Now that the war is over, people in these communities are, in 
different ways, determined to build self-sufficient communities in 
which they can overcome their poverty. Their search for viable 
alternatives that they would control ranges from a traditional bean 
cultivation project to a "ranchn with 5000 head of iguana. It includes 
discussions about what to do about the over-production of corn and 
about gender roles after a war where men and women fought side- 
by-side. The NGOs remain crucial, but even their role is being 
challenged. 

The transition from the war economy to the new popular economy 
has not been an easy one. Decisions must be made about how this 
new economy will relate to the market-driven economy dominant in 
El Salvador, and the way forward is not so clear.13 New organiza- 
tional forms must be found to increase production. The war's 
destruction has made people realize that they still need significant 
outside resources to make their dreams a reality. 

The people working to build this economy see the debate over the 
reconstruction resources of the PRN in this context. 

A 
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donors would make the government soften its 
position and open spaces for opposition participation. 
These hopeful eyes turned toward the first meeting of 
the World Bank Consultative Group in March 1992.j7 

The donors, especially the Europeans, emphasized 
that they would not give support to anything other 
than a consensus plan. This led to the proposal of a 
"neutral" mechanism to administer reconstruction 
money. The United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP) was suggested; it is named in the recon- 
struction section of the accords as a source of 
technical assistance for the PRN and as a facilitator. 

The government showed no real interest, and its 
most important reconstruction donor, the United 
States Agency for International Development 
(USAID), was adamant that its reconstruction money 
go directly to the government. In the weeks before 
the meeting, USAID had begun to redirect existing 
programs to the government's newly formed National 
Reconstruction Secretariat (SRN). Furthermore, 
UNDP admits that it barely had the capacity to 
organize an international response to the emergency 
needs of the ex-combatants, let alone administer a 
large part of the plan.18 As proposals for an alterna- 
tive mechanism evaporated the Consultative Group 
participants began to center discussion on opposition 
participation within the SRN. Ultimately, these 
discussions bore no fruit. 

The FMLN had to decide whether to accept the 
grudging invitation from the government to attend the 
Consultative Group meeting. To do so would imply 
that the PRN was reached through a concerted 
process, but the FMLN had major problems with the 
PRN and did not like the momentum building behind 
the SRN as the key institutional force in reconstruc- 
tion But a refusal to attend wouid h e  atfowed the 
government to blame the FMLN if sufficient funds 
were not forthcoming from the donors, and would 
have eliminated the possibility of lobbying donors for 

participation safeguards. The FMLN decided to 
attend.l 

The meeting was a turning point for reconstruction in 
El Salvador. It signaled the formal public marriage of 
El Salvador's PRN with its process of structural 
adjustment-and everyone was there for the celebra- 
tion. There was still concern about "concertaci6nn, 
but the arrival of the FMLN calmed donor concern on 
that front. With that point settled, most of the discus- 
sion at the meeting concerned how reconstruction 
would impact macro-economic tanning and struc- 
tural adjustment commitments. f 0  

The government's reconstruction plan presented a 
technically sophisticated combination of apparently- 
viable programs designed to promote a peaceful 
transition in El Salvador. It did not rest on an explicit, 
long-term vision of how "integrateddevelopment" 
was to be achieved in the ex-conflictive zones, and 
the majorii of its programs were definitely not 
development programs.21 

Promises of support showered down - the $800 
million in pledges exceeded the Ministry of Planning's 
(MIPLAN) goal of $745 million. USAID offered $250 
million (later boosted to $300 million) to go directly to 
the SRN in 1992 and 1993. This allowed emergency 
programs to start immediately and, more importantly, 
established the SRN's preeminent place on the 
reconstruction map as the key route between the 
plan and the target population. SRN Director Norma 
de Dowe, a capable veteran of government economic 
programs during the war years, is not known as a 
builder of consensus between government and 
opposition forces. 

The government had prevailed on the issue of who 
would control reconstruction funds, and, in the short 
term at least,the notion of the PRN as a site of 
reconciliation of different views of the country's 
economic future was, as we will show, gravely 
wounded. 
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National Reconstruction Plan in Action 

Table 1 
Who's Who In the Natlonal Reconstruction Plan? 

velopment (USAID) 
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PRN Programs 
The National Reconstruction Plan has over 30 international cooperation projects in three areas: Investments, 
Technical Assistance, and Democratic Institutions. "Investments" includes programs for ex-combatants, and 
infrastructure projects. "Technical Assistance" includes smaller projects mostly administered by UNDP. 
"Democratic Institutions" supports institutions created by the peace accords such as the Ombudsman for 
Human Rights, and the National Civilian Police. The Ministry of Planning (MIPLAN) has overall responsibility 
for plan implementation. 

Table 2 
Summary of international Support for the 

National Reconstruction Plan (PRN) 
as of December 1993 
(in millions of $US) 

The table on page 12 represents the flow of funds 
from donors (the top half) into the PRN and its central 
administrating agency MIPLAN, and then from 
MIPLAN to the implementing agencies or ministries 
of government (the bottom half). The dollar sums 
represent donors' cornmitmeRts and, for the impk- 
menting agencies, amounts of project funds to be 
received. 

Unfortunately, most public debate about national 
reconstruction focuses on the work of the SRN 
funded by US AID.^^ Table 3 shows SRN funds 
amount to only 30% of the total. The category 
"Others" in both parts of the table covers at least 
fifteen other donors and dozens of implementing 
agencies. The SRN "box" includes at least 100 
public and private implementing entities. 

1 

It is difficult to track PRN progress. MIPLAN regu- 
larly reports its efforts to attract funds, but no report 
tracks the movements of funds during impiementa- 
tion. No one in MIPLAN can say how much PRN 
money has actually been received or how much has 
Wen disbursed, or even the implementing mecha- 
nism for every project. We were assured that this 
shortcoming will be corrected "after the elections." 25 

Program 
Area 

Investment 
Projects 
Technical 
Assistance 
Strengthening 

, Dem. Inst. 
Total 

li 

We have been unable to completely fill in the giant 
gap between the dollar total of cooperation which 
MIPLAN claims to have under contract and the 
amount which the SRN says it has assigned to 
projects. Furthermore, absolutely no data are 
available on the amounts or uses of the considerable 
interest generated between receipt of funds and 
disbursement. This lack of transparency is extremely 
troubling-especially in an election year. 

Under 
Contract 

627.30 

43.76 

54.70 
725.76 

In 
Negotiation 

191.86 

12.90 

12.85 
21 7.61 

Total 

819.16 

56.66 , 

67.55 
943.37 
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Table 3 
Natlonal Reconstructlon Plan 

Flnanclal Flow 
(In mllllons of $US) 

DONOR COUNTRIES AND AGENCIES 

IMPLEMENTING AGENCIES 

Japan 
(189.7) 

Abbreviations: 
ANDA-Salvadoran Water Authority CEL-Hydro-Electric Commission 
MOP-Ministry of Public Works FIS-Social Investment Fund 
EEC-Eurdpean Economic Community BID-Inter-American Development Bank 

EEC 
(78.7) 

G e r m a n y  
(46.7) 

J 
C a n a d a  
(20.64) 

O t h e r s  
(66.63) 

USAID 
(336.1) 

P 

BID 
(204.9) 

PRN 
MIPLAN 
(943.37) 

ANDA 
(39.0) 

O t h e r s  
(153.37) 

CEL 
(201.4) 

EEC 
(78.7) 

- 

(95.1) (298.2) (77.6) 
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What do these implementing agencies do? The SRN 
(National Reconstruction Secretariat) will receive 
detailed attention later in the report. The MOP'S 
(Ministry of Public Works) $95.1 million is for a 
project funded by Japan to repair two major war- 
damaged bridges over the Lempa River. ANDA 
(water and sewers) and CEL (electricity) are "semi- 
autonomous" utilities under public control. CEL is on 
the government's privatization agenda. Both water 
and power systems have serious deficiencies not 
necessarily related to the war. 

The FIS was created in 1990 as a "social comDensa- 

Much of the early debate between the FMLN and the 
government concerned the priorities to be assigned 
for human capital development, desired by the 
FMLN, versus infrastructure construction. A global 
vision of the PRN allows interesting comparative 
observations. For example, the $95.1 million for the 
two Lempa River bridges exceeds by 50% the total 
assigned (as of the end of 1993) to the reintegration 
of the ex-combatants of both sides. The various 
improvements to the electrical system account for 
double the amount assigned to all "human develop- 
ment" programs in the PRN (as of the end of 1993). 

. - 

tion" mechanism to respond to the negative social 
side effects of structural adjustment. A former NGO The National Reconstruction 
Director and the Vice-Presidential candidate of the Secret ariaf (SRN) 
Christian Democratic Party have both described the 
FIS as "a type of ambulance that goes around picking 
up people wounded b the government's structural The SRN remains the largest and most politically 

adjustment program."g7 Headed by beer magnate sensitive area of the plan. Formed by Presidential 

Roberto Murray Mesa, this 'bricks and mortar" decree as the accords took effect, the SRN was built 

program builds small projects (schools, latrines), not on the organizational foundation of The National 

unlike the Municipalities in Action program adminis- Commission for the Restoration of Areas (CONARA), 

tered through the SRN. Its primary supporter is the the primary arm of government economic 

Inter-American Development Bank, but important counterinsur ency strategy toward the war zones in 

support has also come from UNDP, the governments the 1 9 8 0 ~ . ~ ~  Given its history. CONARA ties hurt 
of Japan and Germany, and the SRN itsetf. Pri- the SRN's image with much of its beneficiary popula- 

vately, officials close to the SRN say SRN - FIS tion. The Secretariat has sought to develop an 

relationships are less than cordial; they compete over independent identity, but with limited success. 

funds for similar projects in the same areas. 
The SRN has been responsible for three primary 

The FIS can efficiently move large amounts of funds, areas of work: the Municipalities in Action (MIA) 

but its reliance on project i'wholesalers" who can program, an USAID-supported program which makes 

quickly construct, say, many latrines has been to the money available to mayors for basic-infrastructure 

detriment of both community participation and the improvements; all USAID-supported programs for ex- 

quality of the projects.28 An FMLN leader recently combatants of both sides; and, USAID-supported 

elected to the Legislative Assembly acknowledges economic reactivation programs.31 

the technical capacity of the FIS, but insists that FIS 
projects are unabashedly used by the ruling party for SRN projects involve the most contact between 

political purposes, as evidenced by lavish FIS setf- government reconstruction programs and the PRN 

congratulatory advertisements during the electoral beneficiary population. The Minister of Planning 

campaign.29 admits that it was predictable that the SRN would be 
in the front line in terms of public criticism, giving the 

The EEC appears in Table 3 as both a major donor impression that the SRN was set-up as a sort of 

and implementing agency because it is operational in buffer between PRN beneficiaries and high govem- 

El Salvador, with a large technical staff charged with ment off icials.32 

carrying out EEC projects. The largest EEC pro- 
gram, examined later, supports the reinsertion of Amid tremendous administrative problems, the SRN 

3000 ex-combatants in Usuluthn. The UNDP imple- started slowly, and relied heavily on international 

ments SRN projects. But it also serves as the NGOs during the emergency phase. Since then, the 

administrative channel for projects involving a SRN has made administrative improvements and 

growing amount of money that are supported by lessened its dependence on foreign implementing 

other UN agencies and foreign governments. A later agencies. administrative questions 

section is devoted to UNDP efforts. remain, the most probing critiques of the SRN now 
concern political and programmatic issues. 
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In December 1993, the SRN presented a report on its operations. Table 4 summarizes the reported results. 

Table 4 
Progress of SRN Impfementatlon 

by Project Area 
(amounts In mllllons of $US) 33 

After 18 months, the Secretariat had assigned to 
projeds less than 40% of the USAlD money and had 
disbursed less than hatf of assigned funds to the 
implementing agencies. Category E., Infrastructure, 
vastly understates such expenditures because the 
SRN shRed MIA programs to Category C. The big 
problem areas were clearly the land transfer program 
and the programs to reintegrate exambatants into 
productive Ik. The land money began to move in 
the first months of 1994. 

The USAlDcommissioned evakiation of agency 
support for the SRN suggests that even by Septem- 
ber 30,1993, $154.6 m#iokinstead of the $115.14 
repofled by the SRN--had actuaUy been committed 
to specific p ~ o j e c t s . ~ ~  N e W r  the SRN or USAID 
could clarify the discrepancy or the activities to which 
the extra money had been wmm&ed --- _ -__ I_ -- 
The SRN acknowbdges implementation problems, 
but suggests that its program has been delayed by 
pol i t i i l  consideratiins in the exambatant pro- 
grams. They trace the delays to the tendency of botl 
the FMLN and the beneficiary population to politicize 
technical projects. The SRN says the beneficiaries 
see the programs as rights won at the bargaining 
tabie rather than as opportunities for assistance 
offered on a conditional basis by the 
Finally, the SRN says agencies it has contracted 
have lacked operational capacity. 

Both USAlD and MIPLAN seem to be in basic 
agreement with this analysis, and offer no substan- 

tive criticism of the work of the SRN. USAlD insists 
that the SRN has advanced considerably along the 
"learning curven and is now performing quite satisfac- 
torily. The agency's relationship with the current 
director of the SRN has developed to the point that 
USAlD will reconsider its relationship to the SRN 
should the new administration replace Norma de 
Dowe.% 

In its January 1994 report the United States General 
Amunting (GAO) office takes a slightly different 
view of the progress of the SRN. The report, entitled 
"Implementation of ~ost-war Programs Sbwer Than 
Expected" focuses on the National Civilian Potice, the 
Land Transfer Program (PTT), and the USAlO/SRN. 
While not discounting the importance of potdical 
factors in the obvious delays, the GAO also points to 
s.#kwM-m-mnd- 
in the USAlDlSRN relationship. Funds passed 
extremely slowly from USAlD to the SRN and there 
were major confusions concerning USAlD policies. 

USAlD officials admitted that "competing demands 
on their time" prevented a timely response to prob- 
lems. According to GAO, USAlD has taken correc- 
tive measures, but as of late 1993, the problems 
persist. Of the $1 0 million in USAtD funds destined 
for audits and technical assistance, only $726,000 
had been used by late 1 993.37 

It is widely known that there was considerable 
institutional friction between MIPLAN and the SRN in 
the early stages of PRN implementation. In addition 
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to normal institutional boundary problems, there were 2. MUNICIPAL RECONSTRUCTION: Has the 
political problems concerning the degree to which the process established by the Municipalities in Action 
PRN should promote opposition par t i~ ipa t ion .~~  The Program been sufficiently democratic? Has it led to 
Minister of Planning now expresses admiration for reconciliation? Has it reconstructed and laid the 
the work of the SRN and asserts that the fact that no foundation for development? 
non-USAID projects had been channeled through the 
Secretariat as of the end of 1993 implies no criticism 3. REINSERTION PROGRAMS: Has the SRN 
of SRN p e r f ~ r m a n c e . ~ ~  shown sufficient political and technical ability to 

overcome the problems that have arisen in the 
Not surprisingly, the FMLN and the "opposition" implementation of the reinsertion programs? Will 
NGOS have a strikingly different view. The debates implementation of existing programs the 
concerning the SRN and the PRN. in general. center reinsertion of the ex-combatants of both sides? 
on three themes: 

1. NGO PARTICIPATION: Opposition NGOs charge This report contains case studies on these issues. 
the SRN has discriminated against them and has not These cases will help to navigate the great distance 
included sufficient participation of war-torn communi- between the government and the opposition Perspec- 
ties it associates with the opposition. The SRN tives. An examination of PRN implementation from a 
claims decisions are made on technical grounds and variety of angles forms the basis of our conclusions 
that these NGOs were incapable of many of the tasks about the Problems and the future potential of the 
of the PRN. PRN. 
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The Participation of NGOs 

In its most recent report, the SRN makes a striking 
claim. 

"Up until now, neither the size nor the amounts of 
projects approved have been the most relevant 
aspect of the implementation of the PRN. Of much 
more impact has been the institutionalization of more 
participatory systems to allow the implementing 
agencies of the PRN to respond to the need of the 
target comm~ni t ies . "~~ 

According to the SRN, the establishment of new 
mechanisms of participation has been even more 
important than the physical results of SRN work. 

Direct citizen participation is difficult in a program as 
large and ambitious as the PRN, so the debate on 
this question tends to focus on the channels of 
participation open to the beneficiary population. 
NGOs exist to provide one such channel, so their 
participation in the PRN becomes a central point of 
evaluation. 

In this section, we examine the degree of participa- 
tion by opposition NGOs and other NGOs in the 
PRN, the capacity of the opposition NGOs to assume 
major responsibility for post-war reconstruction, and 
PRODEPAS, the program designed to increase the 
technical capacity of Salvadoran NGOs. 

Exclusion of the 
Opposition NGOs 

When the PRN was first presented, observers from 
different ideological perspectives agreed that the plan 
did not give sufficient importance to the role of the 
non-governmental actors. MIPLAN changed the plan 
to address this criticism. 

Two years later, the SRN claims great success in its 
incorporation of NGOs, while the FMLN and opposi- 
tion NGOs harshly criiicize the SRN for having 
excluded those NGOs with the most experience 
working with the PRN target population. The SRN 
notes that, as of November 1993, it had assigned 
$41 .I5 million (36% of its total funds) to ~ ~ 0 s . ~ ~  
The FMLN differs with the government definition of 
an NGO, but acknowledges that NGOs have re- 
ceived over 30% of SRN f u n d ~ . ~ ~  Their question 
concerns which NGOs have received those funds 
and why. 

The entire PRN, including projects outside the SRN 
(see Table 3), is overwhelmingly a plan of govern- 
mental action. Existing data suggest that well over 
85% of the plan was designed to be implemented by 
government entities, even after the Ian was 
changed to broaden the NGO role The major 
exceptions are the programs administered directly by 
UNDP, where a range of actors including opposition 
NGOs have participated, and in the SRN, where the 
question of NGO participation is complex. 

Like virtually every other sector of society, Salva- 
doran NGOs were deeply divided during the war. 
One group of NGOs channeled a considerable 
quantity of emergency relief, economic subsistence 
and alternative social service projects to the country's 
conflictive areas, often to the consternation of the 
government and in political competition with its 
CONARA program. 

These NGOs carried out their work under very 
unusual circumstances that verged on clandestine 
operations. They are the first to admit that the 
situation did not lend itself to organizational develop- 
ment. Most had offices that were semi-public at best, 
and extraordinary security measures were necessary 
for the simplest of operations. At the time of the 
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FMLN offensive in 1989, nearly all NGO offices were 
shut down and the Armed Forces confiscated thou- 
sands of dollars worth of their equipment. NGOs 
hired staff more on the basis of confidence than 
technical criteria, and programs for technical or 
administrative training were rare. 

These circumstances created organizational prob- 
lems, but they also led to very close relations. be- 
tween those NGOs and the repopulated communities 
of the war zones. That experience, these NGOs 
argue, makes them the ideal NGOs to carry out the 
reconstruction efforts. For the government, this very 
experience establishes the connections of these 
NGOs to the FMLN and makes them politically 
suspect. 

It is difficult to say exactly how much of the over $40 
million in approved NGO funds has gone to opposi- 
tion NGOs, but no one suggests that it has been very 
much. As of November 1993, no more than 
$300,000 had been approved to go directly to this 
group of NGOs. Perhaps another $2.5 million had 
been approved to reach them through the UNDP or 
an "umbrella" NGO such as Catholic Relief Services 
( c R s ) . ~ ~  The opposition NGOs have gotten a toe in 
the door of the SRN, but their participation has been 
minimal by any standard. 

Just which NGOs have received SRN money? The 
following table answers the question with information 
taken from SRN reports. 

Table 5 
NGO Participation in SRN Projects 

Feb. 1992-Nov. 1993 
(amounts In thousands of $US) 

More than half of the funds approved for NGOs has 
gone to two organizations associated with the 
Salesian fathers, an order of Catholic priests who 
worked in close coordination with the government for 
much of the 1980s. The Salesians have made a 
name for themselves in development circles by the 
promotion of "industrial belts" (poligonos industriales) 
in El Salvador. They do, therefore, have significant 
experience in the areas of vocational training and 
industrial development, but have little or no experi- 
ence with the target population of the PRN. 

NGO Type 
Opposition 
US-Based 
Salesian NGOs 
UNDP 
Others 
Total 

The second largest recipient of funds has been a 
group of United States-based NGOs with established 
relationships to USAID. One of these, Catholic Relief 
Services, acted as an intermediary for project funds 
which went to opposition NGOs. 

The "others" category includes several Salvadoran 
NGOs, nearly all of whom have close relations to the 
government and/or USAID. The Habitat Foundation 
and the International Rescue Committee of El 
Salvador (CI RES) account for two-thirds of the funds 
approved in this category. Both are Salvadoran 
organizations with a proven track record with USAlD 
projects.4fj 

Funds App. 
248.95 

10,950.84 
21,244.1 6 

5,065.73 
2,964.14 

40,473.82 

According to USAID, when the SRN started its work, 
most of the opposition NGOs did not have the legal 
certification necessary to receive government funds. 
Negotiations between the government, USAlD and 
the NGOs resolved that problem in late 1992. Since 
then projects have been rejected or approved based 
on technical grounds and the availability of funds. 
Many Salvadoran NGOs, according to this argument, 

YO 
0.62 

27.06 
52.49 
12.52 
7.31 

100.00 
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have simpty been unable to make the transition from 
emergency relief to development work.46 (USAID's 
view on this point is important because the agency 
reviews every SRN project before it is approved, 
though they do not necessarily see all projects 
presented to the Secretariat.) The SRN echoes 
USAID's position on project approval criteria. 

Opposition NGOs insist that they have invested 
considerable organizational resources in building 
their technical capacity. They cite the International 
Conference on Central American Refugees 
(CIREFCA) process, which saw Salvadoran NGOs 
coordinate with the GOES to channel millions of 
dollars in bilateral refugee assistance projects. 

But the SRN has declined to recognize the coordina- 
tion mechanisms that worked for CIREFCA, leaving 
the NGOs to invest time and energy in presenting 
projects to the SRN only to see their proposals 
endlessly delayed or in the end be told funds were 
not available. A January 1994 GAO report appears 
to support that contention.47 

The NGOs trace their exclusion to patently political 
reasons. The data presented in Table 5 support their 
assertion. Given their experience, it is hard to believe 
that the technical superiority of other NGOs could 
possibly justify the differences in project approvals. 
UN officials acknowledaed the technical ~roblems of 

procedures and explore some alternative methods for 
utilizing NGOs not likely to meet U.S. financial 
management standard~."~O 

The opposition NGOs have an undeniable political 
affinity for the FMLN and they espouse a vision of 
reconstruction that differs radically from that of the 
government. That should not, however, serve as the 
basis for their exclusion from the PRN. If the plan is 
to integrate the target population into the national 
economy and serve as a basis for national reconcilia- 
tion, it requires the participation of both that popula- 
tion and the opposition NGOs. 

Opposition NGOs and 
Alternative Economic 
Development 
Opposition NGOs hare, participated in reconstruction 
through the design and implementation of develop 
ment projects sumr ted  bv the same international 
NGOS that supk ied  them during the war. They 
seek to launch economic development in the post- 
war period. Their attempts to develop Whe new 
popular economy" (See Box #2) have paralleled and 
overlapped the implementation of the PRN in compli- 
cated and often unproductive ways. 

the opposition NGOs. &t insisted that if bnly techni- variety of political and institutional reasons, 
catty capable institutions could receive PRN funds NGO support to this takes place in a greatly 
then most NGOs and government agencies be decentralized way. Though they have not had 
excludedincluding the S R N . ~ ~  access to anything like the resources available to the 

PRN, the opposition NGOs have spent about $30 
Political criteria appear to have weighed more heavily million per year in the exconflictive zones since the 
than technical expertise in project assignments. end of the war, a sum that compares favorabl with 
Perhaps, in a pre-electoral period. ARENA was not the amn( of meg by the Sm. 
interested in havlng the SRN fund proiects that could 

4 
result in political for the FMLN. whether This work includes social projects in health, educa- 
USAID was in agreement. it did not have the will to tion and housing as well as a wide range of projects 
intervene with sufficient vigor to reverse the trend.49 to production. Although these 

programs have made significant advances that are 
An evaluation of USAID, commissioned by the reflected in improved living conditions, close observ- 

reammends determined to Overcome ers of the process agree that the results have not met 
the the participation of NGOs in the the expectations of either the people served by the 
PRN. They report that the SRN and USAID have programs or the opposition NGOs. 
agreed to develop a new institutional strengthening 
program for NGOs to go into effect this August. The obstacles are many, but three stand out: 
However, as we detail below, this would come after a 
somewhat ineffectual $2 million dollar project with the of infrastructure means development requires 
Same goal. Furthemwren the suggests major investments like those contained in the PRN. 
that "USAID should simplify the project approval 
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2. The NGOs have not achieved sufficient levels of 
coordination to promote economic development 
initiatives. 

3. The transformation of the NGOs from organiza- 
tions designed to support emergency war-time relief 
to development organizations capable of, say, 
launching a housing construction project has been a 
slow and uneven process. 

Scale P r o i e  These NGOs 
will never be able to mobilize the resources neces- 
sary to carry out sustainable development programs, 
the land transfer program, or the repair of war 
damaged infrastructure. 

For example, the population and the NGOs of the 
area of southern UsulutAn where Nueva Esperanza 
is h a t e d  have identified four major needs that stand 
in the way of their development plans: repair of the 
30-kilometer dirt road leading to the coastal highway; 
repair of dikes and flood walls; electricity; and piped 
potable water or better wells. These are the sort of 
projects that the PRN promotes, but not a single one 
has been initiated in this zone, so the NGOs small- 
scale development projects in the region face formi- 
dable limitations. 

Perhaps as a legacy of the 
often irrational requirements of the war, many NGOs 
are carrying out programs uncoordinated with other 
NGOs. This often leads to unproductive competition, 
and can be complicated by different NGOs having 
different relations with the five parties of the FMLN. 
A number of creative new efforts at NGO coordina- 
tion exist-4ike the municipal coordination of NGOs in 
Mejapa, and the Local Economic Devebpment 
Agency (ADEL) programs i n  Chalatenango and 
MorazAn. 

- - --A ----- - 

I-: During the war, the opposition 
NGOs were charged with carrying out dangerous 
projects. Even moving a truckload of food from San 
Salvador to Suchitoto, for example, required careful 
consideration of security conditions. These condi- 
tions determined, to a great extent, the organizational 
structure of the NGOs and the profiles of the people 
that would be likely to occupy key posts in that 
structure. Working in the war zones in support of a 
civilian population identified by the government as 
the FMLN's "social base" implied a certain set of 
relations with the main actors in the conflict-the 
FMLN and the Salvadoran Armed Forces--that very 
much affected institutional priorities. 

With peace, all of these circumstances have changed 
radically. The political and security conditions of the 
ex-conflictive zones changed almost overnight and 
improved living conditions through sustained eco- 
nomic development became the dominant priority of 
the population. In one way or another, all of the 
opposition NGOs have begun a "conversionn process 
designed to adjust to these changes. Not only do 
their constituents have different needs, but their key 
sources of supportinternational NGOs-also see 
this new period in a different light. 

The major changes being demanded of these NGOs 
in this transition period include: 1) improved, more 
transparent financial administration; 2) increased 
capacity to provide technical support to communities; 
3) decentralization away from the capital and toward 
the communities, and more participatory planning 
and decision-making; 4) longer-term planning ori- 
ented toward regional solutions. 

At the same time, the NGOs have begun to seriously 
rethink war-time relations with political structures of 
all sorts so that the direct social and economic needs 
of the communities can become the unquestioned 
basis and absolute priority of all institutional efforts. 
Whatever one might think about the place of political 
considerations in the war-time work of the opposition 
NGOs, there is general agreement that these consid- 
erations can not assume the same importance in the 
current period. Predictably, not all community 
leaders are happy with the pace at which these 
changes are happening in the NGOs, and tensions 
between communities and NGOs have increased, 
accordingly. 

The transition process withjn the opposition NGOs 
-Mnrimpr;luhblr-- - 
placed upon them by the SRN or some other funding 
agency, but because their constituents demand these 
changes. The "conversion" of the opposition NGOs 
has been a complex and painful process of change 
that has occurred unevenly across a diverse group of 
organizations. For the foreseeable future, these 
NGOs will confront technical, administrative and 
political problems that result from the conditions in 
which they were formed during the armed conflict. 
But alongside these problems, the opposition NGOs 
also carry a reservoir of shared experience with the 
people who form the target population of the PRN. 
To ignore the value of this experience is to condemn 
the PRN to failure. 
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Building NGO Capacity: 
The Case of PACT/ 
PRODEPAS 
As noted, the government and some donors (notably 
USAID) argued that the Salvadoran NGOs, particu- 
larly opposition NGOs, lacked administrative and 
technical ability. In mid-1992, the SRN and USAlD 
awarded nearly $2 million to Private Agencies 
Collaborating Together (PACT), a Washington, D.C. 
non-profit organization, to mount a program to 
strengthen the institutional capacity of Satvadoran 
NGOs. PACT had trained NGOs in other countries, 
but had no prior experience in El Salvador. 

Called PRODEPAS, the program diagnosed NGO 
needs and selected 40 NGOs based on two criteria: 
prior participation in the PRN, and a match with 
priority needs defined by the diagnostic study. 
Training centered on computerized accounting, 
project formulation and evaluation, and developing 
Boards of Directors. 

PRODEPAS director, Beatriz La Fuente explains that 
NGOs face a challenge in moving from a subsistence 
to a development mission. She cites even greater 
problems with the "political" composition of the 
Boards, claiming that the political parties have a real 
sense of ownership of the NGOs. Nevertheless, "the 
NGOs have a role to play," particularly given the 
government's commitment to decentralization. La 
Fuente asserts that unlike FUSADES, an NGO with 
training programs that she admits is identified with 
the ARENA party, PRODEPAS is able to work with 
NGOs from all political ideologies. And while 
FEPADE (another GOES-linked NGO) may do 
excellent t- ef ~ ~ k ,  the focus of 
PRODEPAS has centered on ensuring the "perrna- 
nence of the i n s t i t u t i ~ n . ~ ~  

La Fuente concedes that PRODEPAS has had 
numerous problems. Funding was delayed six 
months until December 1992 as a resutt of SRN and 
USAlD requirements and the need to clear every- 
thing with PACT'S Washington office. USAID's 
requirement that they "buy American" forced them to 
wait for cars and furniture to come from the u . s . ~ ~  

Of the $2 million budget, more than 30% was as- 
signed to PACT in Washington to cover "administra- 
tive" costs.54 According to La Fuente. USAlD 
determines this amount and in many of the SRN 

projects funded by USAID, administrative costs run 
between 25 and 40 percent. 

Personnel issues also complicated the start of the 
PRODEPAS program. According to a highly-placed 
SRN official, the original director, Pedro Urra, re- 
ceived an annual salary of $125,000, amounting to 
5% of the entire project. He was reportedly recom- 
mended for the position by USAlD after having 
served as a top-level agrarian reform advisor to the 
Duarte government. The SRN says Urra "dedicated 
himself exclusively to politics.d5 A participating 
NGO director alleged that Urra selected too many 
NGOs "from the left" and NGOs that hadn't been 
approved for SRNIUSAID funding.56 La Fuente 
emphasizes that Urra has been removed and 
PRODEPAS is working to establish a new leadership 
style. 

She explains that PRODEPAS began with "business 
criteria" only, but they have since learned that these 
criteria must be tempered by consideration of the 
NGO context in El Satvador. Many NGOs were 
initially suspicious of PRODEPAS, largely because of 
the USAlD connection. In its own report, 
PRODEPAS asserts that because of "institutional 
envy toward a program financed with funds provided 
by the Government, proceeding from a donor, 
traditionally tied to governmental policies," it has 
been difficult "to achieve quantifiable goals in terms 
of organizational and institutional development of the 
~ ~ 0 s . ~ '  La Fuente believes this bias has now 
been overcome, and that- PRODEPAS has been 
accepted because of the quality of its programs. 

For USAID, PRODEPAS was "spread a little too thin" 
in the early stages, and the resutts of its work simply 
did not correspond to the level of investment.58 
Asceding to PRODEPAS, USAtD has respor#lW by 
taking a much more direct role in the program. 
"USAID and the Government, through the SRN, 
influenced by the proximrty of the first post-war 
electoral process, have limited the implementation of 
the Program's Second Stage. PRODEPAS will work 
with a reduced number of organizations, selected 
previously by the Government and USAlD through 
tight control of program activities. Such control limits 
the program's ability to take proactive initiatives, and 
to build consensus among NGOs thereby, reducing 
it to simple technical as~ is tance. "~~ 

Accordingly, PRODEPAS has been limited to working 
with 10 NGOs in its November 1993-June 1994 
phase. The type and extent of training is entirely 
dependent on the expressed needs of the NGOs. It 
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consists of one-day seminars, individual consulta- 
tions and classes in computer skills. 

Of the 10 NGOs, two are related to churches, three 
are pro-government NGOs, two are opposition 
NGOs, and the remaining three are considered 
"center" NGOs. They do a variety of work including 
programs in eye care, establishment of community 
credit associations, waste treatment and recycling, 
and support to toddler home schooling. 

Participant assessments of PRODEPAS vary from 
"excellentn to "not very helpful." Despite La Fuente's 
belief that the program has overcome differences, 
NGO evaluations vary along ideological lines. 
FUDEM and CLUB 700, two of the more conserva- 
tive NGOs, had high praise for the program.60 The 
more centrist FUNSODESA commends the technical 
assistance while reiterating their centrist position.61 
A representative of PROCOMES, an opposition NGO 
with six years of experience working with the dis- 
placed and marginal populations, criticized the 
PRODEPAS seminars for their simplicity. "It hasn't 
helped us much," she stated.62 Nevertheless, 
because of their successful implementation of an 
initial project and their work with PRODEPAS, all the 
NGOs consulted confirmed that they are now eligible 
for much more USAlD funding, up to $2 million. 

PRODEPAS' contract will require renewal in late 
1994. The SRN and USAID speak of two primary 
requisites for renewal: satisfactory completion of the 
new work plan; and transformation into a Salvadoran 
NGO, thereby reducing administrative costs tied to 
the Washington PACT off ice. SRN is considering 
simply contracting private accounting firms to give 
bask accounting instruction to the N G O ~ . ~ ~  This 
notion echoes the narrow definition of training and 
capacity f w d  in othm programs the SRN supports. 

La Fuente insists that this would not address the 
long-term needs of the NGOs, but that the choice of 
program depends on the objective: If it is "only to 
ensure fiscal control" then auditing firms can suffice, 
but if the goal is "to educate and train" then the 
PRODEPAS program is the better option, particularly 
if it gains increased autonomy from USAID and 
PACT and can choose the NGOs itself based on the 
"feasibility of the N G O . ~  

PRODEPAS sees itself as strengthening NGOs, and 
the majority of those consulted agree. On closer 
inspection, however, it seems that the main outcome 
has been to ensure that the participating NGOs fulfill 
the administrative requirements established by 
USAID and the SRN, and thus gain access to 
additional funding through these channels. By their 
own assessment, Salvadoran NGOs require training 
and assistance in a wide range of programmatic and 
administrative areas. More importantly, a training 
program must be sensitive to the particular historical 
experience and economic vision of these NGOs. 
These concerns remain largely unaddressed by 
PRODEPAS. In addition, USAID and the SRN have 
wielded tight control over the selection of the partici- 
pating NGOs. Most of the NGOs that worked in the 
conflictive areas during the war have been excluded 
from the PRODEPAS program by the fact that their 
projects have been rejected by the SRN andlor 
USAID. 

PRODEPAS received considerable financial backing 
through the SRN; the coverage and results of the 
program, however, have been quite limited, for both 
administrative and political reasons. In the end, it is 
ironic that the very questions concerning the techni- 
cal abilities and effectiveness of Salvadoran NGOs 
that prompted the initiation of the PRODEPAS 
program might be asked of PRODEPAS itself. 
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Municipal Reconstruction 

Municipalities in Action (MIA), a USAlD initiative, was 
established during the war to finance infrastructure 
projects through local governments rather than 
bureaucratic government ministries. Founded in 
1986, MIA shares with the SRN an historical connec- 
tion to CONARA and counterinsurgency efforts. 
During the war, partly as a result of a perceived 
connection between the mayors and 
counterinsurgency programs, the FMLN prevented 
elected mayors from serving, and forced elections to 
be held outside the municipality, in areas under 
government control. War-time residents within the 
municipalities often selected their own extra-official 
town councils. 

Following the war, "exiled" mayors returned to 
municipalities that had been controlled by the FMLN, 
frequently to a tense situation. Peace has enabled 
MIA to begin working in exconflictive zones and the 
MIA program has become the largest recipient of 
SRN funds ($29 million). 

For USAID, the program has been a rousing suc- 
cess, providing over $2 billion in projects since 1986, 
building more schools than the ?&histry of Education, 
and repairing more kilometers of highway than the 
Ministry of Public Works, with less than one percent 
of the expenses questioned in random audits con- 
ducted by price- ater rho use.^^ 

At the core of the MIA program is the "cabiklo 
abierto", or municipal assembly, in which residents 
can propose projects based on community needs. 
The mayor, perhaps with the municipal council, then 
establishes priorities and presents a project list to the 
MIA program for approval. For the ARENA govern- 
ment, the return of the "exiled" ma ors paved the way 
for full municipal decentralization.J6 Negotiations 
between USAID, SRN and the FMLN resulted in two 

mechanisms to ensure the participation of the local 
opposition: expanded municipal assemblies which 
include local NGOs; and municipal reconstruction 
committees meant to enable opposition input on 
priorities. 

In this section, we examine the cases of Suchitoto, 
San Antonio 10s Ranchos, San Jose las Flores, 
Arcatao, and Nejapa. 

Reviving Reconstruction 
in Suchitoto 
Following the peace accords, the municipality of 
Suchitoto became a pioneer in addressing recon- 
struction. Its ARENA mayor formed an innovative 
broad-based citizens' committee including the FMLN 
to identify post-war reconstruction needs and solu- 
tions. As shown below, political controversy im- 
peded the committee's development. In the recent 
elections, Suchitoto is one of the few where the 
FMLN won the mayoral race. As such, it remains an 
important test case for the Salvadoran transition to 
democracy and the reconstruction process. 

Located 30 kilometers north of San Salvador, the 
town of Suchitoto and the 29 surrounding communi- 
ties that make up the municipality were regarded as 
strategic military and political targets by both sides. 
Aerial bombardments, large-scale military attacks, 
and counterinsurgency programs dominated life on 
the slopes and foothills of the overshadowing 
Guazapa volcano. As is common in most PRN 
areas, the rural communities in the municipality 
tended to be sympathetic to the FMLN, whereas the 
townspeople generally supported the govemment 
armed forces. 
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Delayed Land Transfer Program (PTT) 

During the war, landowners in war zones 
abandoned or were forced off their lands. 
Landless peasants, some of them guerrilla 
supporters, moved in, enduring the war while 
working the land. In the peace negotiations, 
the GOES and the FMLN argued over who 
should get these contested parcels. They 
agreed that the former owner would retain 
ownership of the land, but that the occupiers, 
an estimated 25,000, must be offered compa- 
rable lands to buy. The owner could sell land 
to the Land Bank and the peasants could, in 
turn, buy it with Land Bank credits. Negotiators 
also agreed that 7500 ex-FMLN combatants 
and 15,000 ex-soldiers would be eligible to buy 
lands purchased by the Land Bank (funded by 
USAID and the EEC) or other government 
lands, including new lands stemming from full 
enforcement of the 1980 agrarian reform. 

Land prices rapidly increased during the post- 
war period. The Land Bank and USAID 
established a per beneficiary 30,000 colon 
($3450) borrowing limit (6%, 20-year term) for 
land purchase; the EEC set a 40,000 colon 
($4600) limit. The FMLN preferred collective 
farms. The government and USAID insisted on 
ind.~vuiuat forms of ownership, but the Land 
Bank was not administratively capable of 
dividing hundreds of farms into 47,500 indi- 
vidual plots to make 47,500 sales. A compli- 
cated blend of the two preferences was estab- 
lished that has slowed the land transfer pro- 
gram to a crawl. 

An illustration: The titleholder of an 350- 
manzana farm, (1 manzana = 1.7 acres] 

occupied by 45 families, is willing to sell. The 
FMLN negotiates a price with the landlord, within 
Land Bank guidelines. A typical price of 60001 
manzana yields a price of 2,100,000 colones. At 
the 30,000 colon maximum, 70 families would 
be needed: The FMLN would have to find 25 
families to move to the farm. All families would 
sign a group title where each became legal 
owner of 1nOth of the land, though the title 
would not specify which piece of the land was 
theirs. It is not a cooperative; if one were to 
default on loan payments, a judge could specify 
which 1170th of the farm would revert back to the 
bank. 

Finding the precise number of families for each 
farm, or moving families from haciendas where 
the titleholder will not sell, has been a major 
social problem. Some families, not comfortable 
in their new surroundings among strangers, or 
put off by the high debt or the complex nature of 
the transaction, have backed out before the deal 
could be closed. - 

Complications abound: the former owner cannot 
be found, disputed wills, unpaid back taxes or 
debts. And there has been political ill will 
between the FMLN and bank officiats. 

The results as of February 18: 524 properties 
(of which 65 are government properties) totaling 
some 80,000 manzanas have had prices 
negotiated. Of these 335 have been titled. The 
beneficiaries on negotiated lands total some 
17,700 of which 3700 are excombatants from 
the military and the rest are ex-FMLN combat- 
ants or civilians related to the FMLN. 
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Many residents give accounts of brutal killings of 
friends, family and neighbors. Heads of decapitated 
victims were said to have been hung from trees in the 
city park in the early 1980s and death squads 
reportedly operated on the highway between nearby 
San Martin and Suchitoto. In the countryside, com- 
munity members tell of massacres by the army in 
Zacamil, Copapayo, and Aguacayo. Although there 
has been some reconciliation, the human impact of 
the war is still evident. There is a lot of resentment. 
As the outgoing mayor of Suchitoto commented, 
"Here there is a lot resentment because the people 
suffered a lot, they've seen many horrible things that 
they can't forget. It's hard to see the person who 
killed your family or friends ...it1 s difficult to overcome 
these feelings." 67 

Before the war, Suchitoto was a thriving commercial 
center, and produced cattle, sugar cane and cotton. 
The last two years have seen a flurry of social and 
economic development activities, initially through the 
Municipal Reconstruction Committee and subse- 
quently through local NGOs and grassroots groups 
linked to the FMLN. Targeting repatriated communi- 
ties and demobilized ex-combatants, programs have 
supported traditional and non-traditional agricuttural 
production, small businesses, and vocational educa- 
tion. 

In the last year, a large-scale road improvement 
project between Suchitoto and Aguilares was com- 
pleted, funded by USAID and carried out by the 
Ministry of Public Works. New bus service along the 
road enhances contact between the rural and urban 
populations. Private citizens have opened a cuttural 
cafe with exhbits of locally-produced art, and a 
government sponsored "Casa de Cuttura" has been 
established. The Catholic Church and a nearby 
corntent have unrtergone renovation. Local politi- 
cians and NGOs have high hopes for the develop- 
ment of tourism. These days the mood in Suchitoto 
is one of optimism and new beginnings, despite 
controversy. 

Muni-I Reconstruction C o m m w  

Prior to the peace accords, in late 1991, representa- 
tives from USAID, the U.S. Embassy, and the U.S. 
Congress along with officials from CONARA, and 
Suchitoto's ARENA Mayor Franklin Figueroa met 
with the FMLN, community members and a grass- 
roots organization. At the time, such a meeting in a 
war zone was controversial. The rural population 

distrusted USAID and the government, and some 
ARENA members were alarmed at U.S. diplomatic 
contacts with the FMLN. Subsequent meetings 
occurred between the mayor and the rural communi- 
ties, and later, U.S. Ambassador William Walker, 
USAID officials, and Land Bank President Rafael 
Montalvo visited the community of La Mora. The 
international attention seemed to facilitate contacts 
between the SRN and the people of ~ u c h i t o t o . ~ ~  

Shortly thereafter, local community leaders organized 
the Forum for Consensus-Building, comprised of 
farmers and representatives from the church, political 
parties, and NGOs. This effort gave way to the 
Municipal Reconstruction Committee, which was 
made up of Mayor Figueroa, community leaders, the 
municipal council, and representatives from the 
church, local NGOs and grassroots groups. The 
Committee's principal goal was to foster broad 
participation in prioritizing Suchitoto's reconstruction 
needs.69 

From the start, The Committee aimed to monitor 
SRN projects, and to provide progress reports to 
local residents. It invited participation by non- 
governmental and governmental institutions, includ- 
ing the SRN and C O N A R A . ~ ~  Participants fett the 
committee enhanced understanding of the recon- 
struction process and reconciliation. 

As the Committee evolved, it attracted international 
attention. UN agencies and several embassies sent 
representatives to the Committee's inauguration in 
June 1992. A Danish aid institution opened its local 
development program in Suchitoto and a Canadian 
agency supported projects as a direct result of the 
Committee's reconstruction and reconciliation 
efforts.71 Both the SRN and USAID initially ex- 
pressed support for the Committee. 

However, as the Committee consolidated, Mayor 
Figueroa began to receive pressure from ARENA 
and the SRN to withdraw from the Committee. He 
and others believe ARENA feared a "co-governing" 
situation was developing with groups linked to the 
FMLN. Allegedly, the SRN threatened to cut recon- 
struction funding; later that year the Mayor reported 
that funding for five PRN projects was frozen. In 
July, ARENA officials dismissed the Mayor from his 
post of Secretary General of the party in Suchitoto. 
USAID began questioning the "legality" of the Com- 
mittee, assertin that it was out of line with the 
Municipal CodeT2 Events climaxed in February 1993 
when Mayor Figueroa was charged with "misspend- 
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ing" 88,665 colones of municipal roject funds, and 
subsequently arrested and jailed. ?3 

Municioal ~econstruct ior t~~ 

After Mayor Figueroa was jailed, the Municipal 
Reconstruction Committee disintegrated, and the 
budding consensus and participatory process with- 
ered. The energetic priest who had been a strong 
advocate of the committee was transferred. Former 
Committee members now carry out activities sepa- 
rately. The Mayor appointed to replace Figueroa, his 
first cousin, Julio Cesar Figueroa, has had little 
contact with surrounding communities or the NGOs. 

The appointed mayor explained that his dual respon- 
sibilities as mayor and treasurer hindered travel to 
the communities. He appeared to expect others to 
take the first step. "I've seen many NGO offices in 
Suchitoto, but I don't know what they do ... Everything 
here is very individual. No one consults with the 
Mayor's office, including the private sector which 
hasn't done very much to resolve local problems. 
Getting people to work together will be the challenge 
of the new mayor."75 

During the appointed Mayor's one year in office, the 
cabildo abterto has atrophied. He argues that the 
SRN, due to bureaucracy, has never responded to 
projects approved in a March 1993 cabildo abierto, 
and so attendance at subsequent meetings has 
suffered The ARENA mayoral candidate In the 
recent election, Osmin Morales, shares this frustra- 
tion over SRN delays. Morales believes FIS is a 
more efficient funding agency titan the SRN/ 
CONARA, with the latter, in effect, damaging the 
mayor's credibility. Often, "COMARA rules rather 
than the Municipal Council w76 _ _ -  ---- - 

PRN projects, as distinct from local NGO projects 
funded by international NGOs, have been at a lull 
since 1993. During our interview, the appointed 
Mayor read a list of implemented PRN projects; all 
had been solicited by the deposed Mayor, and most 
had been finished well before the appointed mayor's 
arrival. A large-scale electrification project from 
Suchitoto to the rural community of La Mora, which is 
also a project submitted during the previous mayor's 
term, is slated to begin in ~ ~ r i l . ~ ~  

Former Mayor Franklin Figueroa has now served 
more than one year at Mariona Prison. His family 
awaits a final decision from the Salvadoran Supreme 
Court. They believe his arrest was illegal and that 

political motives led to his imprisonment. According 
to his wife, Marina de Figueroa, if her husband 
committed financial errors, he used funds for another 
project, not for himself. "He was oriented by the 
government to serve all citizens .... But when he did 
so, look what happened to him. They accused him of 
belonging to the guerrillas. When we asked for help 
from an ARENA official, this individual told us that 
they couldn't do anything because Franklin's problem 
was political."78 

PIGO Perspectives 

At least 20 NGOs operate in Suchitoto, including 
opposition NGOs, national and international donor 
agencies, and private social service organizations. 
However, this strong development potential cannot 
be realized without a sustainable mechanism for 
coordination which would include the Mayor's office. 
A degree of coordination exists among some opposi- 
tion NGOs, but in general there has been no joint 
development planning or project work in the region. 

Several factors have contributed to this void. NGO 
representatives believe that the ARENA government 
boycotted the Municipal Reconstruction Committee, 
and that as a resutt local enthusiasm for consensus 
dwindled. One NGO director characterized the 
situation in the following way: "At first, everyone 
thought the Committee was a good idea because 
both central and local government, the church, the 
popular sectors, the international community, USAID 
and the SRN were all willing to support it. But the 
Committee died when the SRN withdrew its support, 
and when the Mayor was pressured by his party ... 
When the SRN and the municipal governmentpulted 
out, the perception was that the Committee was no 
longer significant. Now all that process gained 
thrntlohth~r.nmmrttnnwaffest;-el--- - 

Now, with the new concepts of local human develop- 
ment, we'd be far ahead, since participation is so key 
to this process."79 Another NGO member remarked 
that people had felt disillusioned when the process 
became politicized, but that there is interest in re- 
energizing the stalled consensus process.80 

NGOs agree there has been minimal contact with the 
appointed mayor. Representatives of an NGO 
housed right across the street from the Mayor's off ice 
have never visited him or vice versa. They believe 
that they, as well as the Mayor, had made a mistake 
in not seeking contact.81 Two grassroots organiza- 
tions had met with the appointed Mayor, but the 
meetings merely took u implementation details of 
two ongoing projects. 81) 
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None of the local organizations interviewed had a 
direct working relationship with the SRN or USAID, 
but some had developed contacts through intermedi- 
ary organizations. All reported positive experiences 
with Catholic Relief One ecological 
group commented that USAID did visit the area, but 
only in coordination with one NGO, and that neither 
USAlD or other national NGOs were coordinating 
their environmental training programs. "They have 
their own plans for ecology in our zone, but without 
consulting or coordinating with us." 84 

Political differences, competition for resources, and 
dispersion have contributed to a costly lack of 
coordination among local NGOs. To cite an extreme 
case of such costs, individuals from one community 
received money from four NGOs, telling each they 
needed money to pay back agricultural credits. 
Better communication could have avoided the 
problem.85 

An international NGO was more successful in 
opening the doors to the SRN for the community of 
Consolacion. In January 1993, a fifty-member 
delegation from a U.S. university arrived to work on a 
construction and health project. The community 
affirms that a subsequent SRN visit to Consolacion 
happened due to the delegation's presence. The 
visit resulted in a housing project for 50 families, and 
the people of Consolaci6n attribute both their project 
and their on-going communication with the SRN to 
this international "a~companiment."~~ 

Unaffiliated citizens were virtually unaware of munici- 
pal projects and cabildos abiertos, and some were 
confused or suspicious about NGOs who want to 
'lake what we have." They were particularly critical 
of the appointed mayor's "lack of initiative" and 
"closed door" policy.87 

Residents cited security and land as their most 
urgent problems. In the last year, armed bands have 
assaulted residents. Last October, cattle farmer 
Marco Antonio Leon Aguilar was abducted and killed 
by his captors, who had asked for a $12,000 ran- 
~ o m . ~ ~  Aguilar had also been the president of a 
group seeking consensus between producers, the 
communities and the FMLN. Leaders say that, 
although the presumed motive for the killing was 
financial, it "would be a sad coincidence if there were 
political motives.'89 No one has been willing to 

replace Aguilar as president. In three other kidnap- 
ping cases, communities were forced to pay ransom 
from funds they had collected to pay back credits 
provided by an NGO.~O 

Rural community members have asked President 
Cristiani to deploy the National Civilian Police in the 
area. As one farmer said, "How can you talk about 
development without first guaranteeing human 
security?"91 Fear and insecurity were also ex- 
pressed by town residents. One young woman 
commented, "We saw such terrible things here in the 
war. We'd go to school and find dead people. I'm 
afraid of what is going to happen here after the 
e~ec t ions . "~~ The ARENA candidate for mayor 
reported on the day of the interview that there were 
two armed men outside of his house that morning, 
asking for his whereabouts. He felt that it would be 
good to have the Civilian Police in the area, espe- 
cially "people with good human relati0ns.'~3 In early 
April, the National Civilian Police conducted a major 
anti-crime operation in the area, arresting 60 persons 
and capturing a large quantity of illegal weapons. 
However, the community leaders who reported the 
band to authorities have now received written death 
threats.94 

Delays in the land transfer process (see Box 3) have 
negatively affected development. Many landowners 
are willing to sell, but they owe back property taxes. 
This forces them to seek outside buyers who can pay 
both the debt and the land price.95 

The undermining of the jailed Mayor's reconciliation 
efforts has led to problems of fragmentation and 
distrust. Newly elected FMLN Mayor Mias $&ndoval 
will have several advantages: substantial national 
and international interest in Suchitoto, the experience 
accumulated by local NGOs and communities, a 
general recognition that consensus is necessary, and 
a 2-to-1 margin of victory over his ARENA opponent. 
But he acknowledges that many people in Suchitoto 
will have a hard time accepting an FMLN mayor.g6 
He plans to dedicate a lot of energy to building trust. 
The FMLN electoral platform for Suchitoto states that 
its primary oal is to guarantee participation and 
consen~us!~ Acceptance by the central govern- 
ment of a municipality governed by the left presents a 
more daunting challenge. "I only hope they don't try 
to marginalize us, or not give priority to our needs," 
the Mayor commented. 
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Because four of the five parties of the FMLN are Salvador but also in their field offices in Suchitoto, 
present in Suchitoto, political divisions pose another and should actively support the efforts of the local 
challenge to the new mayor. A member of one of government and constituents in the 1994-97 period. 
these factions expressed concern that "he will be 
partial to his own people.'98 But each faction has Donor interest and an accumulation of NGO experi- 
representatives on the Municipal Council, which ence in the area point to real opportunities for 
could contribute to consensus on the left. Tradition- successful local development. Unless the security 
ally, the Council has had only townspeople; this situation and the land issue are resolved, however, 
Council has nine rural community residents and but local development efforts will be seriously hampered. 
one person from the town.99 Suchitoto's past efforts to unite citizens to resolve 

local survival and development problems, and the 
Ideas for participation and consensus abound. To present collective will to work together, suggest that it 
guarantee broad participation, the newly elected could become a model for municipal reconstruction in 
Mayor suggested reviving the municipal reconstruc- the post-war period in El Salvador. 
tion committee. A local merchant called for a com- 
mittee of workers, merchants, and the rural communi- 
ties.'OO Said an NGO director, "We need to have 
one common strategy for rural development and C halatenango: 
assure that the municipal government takes respon- Back From The Edge? 
sibility for this development. We NGOs don't have 
the capacity to do this."lol The ARENA mayoral 
candidate voiced his support for this measure.102 The plans have 

Another NGO leader said, "What unites people is the bypassed the mountain communities of 

search for solutions to their common problems, not Chalatenango. Isolated by bad or non-existent 

politics. Now we need to take into consideration other roads, rural Chatatenango has lacked electricity, 

municipal authorities like the Ministries of Education potable water, schools with teachers, and health 

and Heatth. We need to link interest groups, and clinics. Agricultural land is marginal, held mostly by 

avoid exclusion, and go beyond the traditional forces. peasants On small parcels1 in 'Ontrast to El 

The municipal government needs to solve local Salvador's traditional rich coffee lands or vast 

problems together with the local actors."lo3 stretches of sugar and cotton plantations in the 
south. lo6 

The mechanism must go beyond the "cabildo abierto" 
formula which was criticized by NGOs as maintaining Because of Chalatenango's dire social-economic 

the decision-making power in the hands of the conditions and its remoteness, the FMLN had a 

mayor.lo4 And a forum facilitating participation of broad base of support in the area. The region 

the poor majority, not just leaders, ~- is - necessary. ~~~.~ As subsequently became a major theater of war for 

a grassroots leader said, "we poor people are twelve years;Jeaditig t6 army sweeps displacing the 

accustomed to believing that i f  we were born poor, population across the border into Honduras or into 

we wUiepncl~Wme&- - 

edc. .__ less co_nf1~ictim~-10'7-5~0-*-- 
105 tron suffered damage or total loss of their homes. 

The minimal government services disappeared in 

Human and material reconstruction must take place many areas. 

before there can be development in an ex-konflictive 
zone like Suchitoto. Until a practical and sustainable In 1986, with the war still in progress, organized 

mechanism can be found to foster coordination refugees began to repopulate abandoned areas. 

among local actors (including the municipal govern- This study focuses on the reconstruction process in 

mentf, reconstruction efforts will continue to suffer. the organized communities that lefi the Mesa Grande 
refugee camp in Honduras. Though the majority of 

steps need to be taken to make the S R ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  the repatriates were "chalatecos", most resettled in 

channel more accessible and efficient for the delivery what remained of towns like San Antonio Los 

of municipal PRN funds to ensure progress in the Ranchos, Guarjila, San Jose Las Flores, and 

reconstruction process. Both the SRN and USAlD Arcatao, not necessarily the towns from which they 

should consult with the local NGOs, not solely in San had come. 
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These highly public resettlements by communities 
sympathetic to FMLN changed the military balance in 
Chalatenango. The new inhabitants organized 
communal agricultural production, small enterprises 
and basic health and educational services, though 
the military often actively prevented materials from 
moving into the area. 

For the population of Chalatenango, the most direct 
effect of the Chapultepec Peace Accords was the 
demilitarization of the countryside. The end of armed 
hostilities permitted a first step toward revitalization of 
the region. The accords, however, gave scant 
attention to the economic roots of the conflict, so they 
have borne little fruit in Chalatenango. 

Land and Housing 

As of March 1994, not one property in eastern 
Chalatenango has been transferred to tenants or ex- 
combatants through the land transfer program 
mandated by the peace accords.lo8 (See Box 3) 
Given El Salvador's history of conflict over land 
ownership, it would be dangerous to underestimate 
the potential explosiveness of the situation if the 
transfer process remains bogged down. The people 
occupying the land are clear about their situation. As 
a member of the community council of San Jose Las 
Flores puts it: "For us, the peace accords are like the 
Bible that corrects us." 

In contrast, many of the displaced have been out of 
their communities for more than twelve years and 
information about them as a group is scarce. Until 
the accords on the land transfer are complied with, 
the status quo on land tenancy will be maintained. 

The peace accords do not refer to housing. Repatri- 
ated communities muved into abandoned homes. 
With the war's end, many titleholders now want to 
come back to their houses. This conflict often pits 
the poor against the poor. Representatives of 14 
communities of repatriates estimated that there are 
more than 1,000 occupied houses in this eastern 
sector alone. 

The repatriates' primary strategy has been to buy 
houses from those willing to sell. For example, in 
San Antonio 10s Ranchos, the NGO PROCAPP 
carried out a survey of the town, and helped locate 
owners and seek financing. In Arcatao, the Spanish 
government is paying for the construction of 96 
cinder block houses to ease the conflict over existing 
housing. l O9 

The story of lrma Henriquez is typical of the dis- 
placed population. She and her family fled Las 
Flores in 1982 and settled in Chalatenango City, and 
have lived there ever since under difficuti circum- 
stances. She is unsure of the exact amount of land 
left by her father. The current residents have offered 
her just over $2000 for 7 acres of land. When the 
peace accords were signed, she and her three 
siblings put their land up for sale. However, when the 
land transfer process stalled and no credit came 
through for the tenants, the family decided against 
selling. For now, lrma is clear that she will not sell 
the land but is convinced that the problem cannot be 
resolved in a violent manner. "For we displaced, our 
land is the only thing we have to hold onto. We will 
just have to give it time and hope we can get back to 
plant our corn." 

There is a long way to go. Financial resources are 
scarce. To pay for housing security, the communities 
have also mortgaged a portion of their productive 
capacity: Hundreds of cows and horses have been 
sold and rotating funds for agricultural inputs have 
been diverted to the effort to guarantee living space. 

The PRN and Rnun~c~pal D i a l o m  
. . 

The PRN has had a minimal impact on these eastern 
communities. Animosities between the repatriate 
communities and municipal authorities have pre- 
vented consensus. Both sides express frustration 
that the SRN has been slow to respond to their 
needs. Community representatives and some 
mayors also complained that the SRN has used 
reconstruction funds for ARENA'S political benefit. 

In late 1992, OPIUSAL negotiated an agreement 
between the FMLN and the government that would 
allow "exiled" mayors to retum to their communities. 
In exchange, repatriates would participate more 
directly in municipal affairs and in choosing priority 
reconstruction projects. Despite the agreement, the 
mayors of Arcatao, Las Flores and Los Ranchos are 
still housed in Chalatenango city.' lo They had a 
certain fear of returning to the communities and had 
become accustomed to a more comfortable life in the 
department capital. In addition, the communities also 
refused to simply turn over town halls that were being 
used for school rooms and day-care centers, insisting 
that they be compensated for the improvements they 
had made. Alternative structures were built but only 
after long months of wrangling. 
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San Antonio Los Ranchos has been comparatively 
successful in working toward consensus on recon- 
struction, because the mayor, elected from the small 
MAC party, has been willing to work with the repatri- 
ates. He compared his municipality to Las Flores, 
where there has been an absolute failure in commu- 
nication between the mayor and the townspeople: 
"For me, the people who left the land are not at fault. 
I can also understand why the people who came from 
the outside moved in. The mayor of Las Flores does 
not understand that those people are there because 
of an accord that has been reached. According to 
them, they were promised they could buy those 
lands. I don't blame either side. I have been able to 
work with both the displaced and those who are 
squatting. We have sought solutions and have 
achieved a lot1 l l 

Los Ranchos' relatively amicable relations are 
reflected in its reconstruction projects. To a great 
extent, these projects respond to the community's 
needs as expressed in the cabildos abiertos. They 
include street and road improvements, an extended 
water system, and school, health clinic, and town hall 
renovations. 

These positive changes illustrate the dependence of 
the reconstruction process on the disposition of 
mayors Reconstruction committees are supposed to 
help make choices among the development projects 
presented in the cabildo abierto. In practice, final 
decision-making authority lies in the hands of the 
mayor. The newly created Oversight Committees 
suffer a similar fate. In every community we visited, 
there were complaints that the mayors do not allow 
any monitoring of project accounting. 

This centralization of authority lends itself to the 
. . 

- -- &-w-m8&nTkeeee- 
municipality of Arcatao, the hamlet of Teosinte, 
where Arcatao's ARENA mayor has her political 
base, has received nearly as many projects as the 
much larger town of Arcatao. The majority of con- 
struction jobs in the entire municipality have gone to 
inhabitants of Teosinte. l l 

In Las Flores, the Christian Democrat mayor has 
generally ignored the inhabitants' project requests, 
and has instead built roads to outlying villages. The 
mayor of San lsidro Labrador has taken a similar 
tack. Until quite recently, the repopulated village of 
Los Amates was the only inhabited town in the 
municipality. Although a road is being rebuilt be- 
tween San lsidro and Los Amates and school con- 

struction is beginning, the mayor first built a city hall 
and paved the empty center of San Isidro, and built a 
school in the empty village of El Majon. 

In short, the cabildos abiertos have not worked, save 
in Los Ranchos, because of political favoritism and 
the animosity between mayors and pro-FMLN 
inhabitants. With FMLN mayors recently elected, it 
remains to be seen how responsive they will be to 
the allies of the former mayors, many of whom now 
live in Chalatenango City, but wish to retum to their 
former homes. l l 

SRN Proarams 

In eastern Chalatenango, SRN projects have been 
dedicated to infrastructure repairs. Many agree that 
infrastructure is necessary; others complain the 
projects have been carried out very slowly.1 l4 But 
the Secretariat has not encouraged programs to 
establish new productive activities that might begin to 
transform the structures that have marginalized the 
poor of Chalatenango for so long. 

The Secretariat has some legitimate explanations for 
delays. Local arguments impede a speedy presenta- 
tion of community needs. In Nueva Trinidad, a 
potable water project was halted because the town 
has no electricity to run pumps.1 l5 In addition, the 
SRN requires that the municipality own the water 
source. Although it could be purchased, three people 
claim ownership and all documentation was lost in 
the war. 

Land questions come up time and again over owner- 
ship of wafer sources, rights of way for pipes, and 
building construction. In t a s  Flores, a sewage 
system is on hold. The M i n i $ m x k t k x & h M & b  ------- 
ceded land for a leaching pond. Until the community 
can agree on a site, the regional office of the SRN 
cannot initiate the first stage of designing the project. 

When the residents of Chalatenango's repopulated 
towns speak about the SRN, they inevitably refer to it 
as CONARA, an agency they distrusted during the 
war. Representatives felt further alienated when 
visiting SRN Director Norma de Dowe insisted that 
the Municipal Councils are the only mechanism for 
channeling reconstruction funds, and that she had to 
respect the mayors' autonomy. l l The SRN's 
failure to broker compromises between the opposed 
camps of elected officials and communities has 
strengthened the perception that the agency is an 
ideological opponent of the communities. Non- 
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ARENA mayors also claim that, during the electoral 
campaign, the SRN favored ARENA-controlled 
municipalities, and opposition NGOs insist that their 
project proposals are never approved.l 

The mayors are responsible for overseeing construc- 
tion and ensuring that money is well spent. Since the 
communities lack an effective oversight role, there is 
widespread suspicion of corruption. Each mayor has 
suspended one or more projects, claiming they lack 
sufficient funds.l l8 SRN officials acknowledge that 
mayors and the contractors skim money by over- 
charging for materials and "administrative costs". 
The SRN froze funding for most projects in San lsidro 
Labrador until the mayor "could get his house in 
order" when the money ran out for one project after 
only a small section of the road was completed. 

The work of the SRN in Chalatenango has not been 
without benefits. SRN projects have created jobs 
and, though workers generally make less than four 
dollars per day, their wages are an immediate 
injection of resources into the communities. New 
roads, bridges, potable water and electricity are 
foundations for development, but they will not alone 
break the region's circle of subsistence production. 

Reinsertion of Ex-Combatanti 

Reinsertion training courses have served mostly to 
enable participants to survive in the short term on the 
stipends they are paid, but the classes are more a 
series of workshops strung together for purposes of 
the accords than a training pro ram integrated into 

8 9  an overall productive strategy. The most critical 
failure has been the apparent absence of a strategy 
for follow-up with participants. If skills are learned, is 
there a local market for them? 

Many potential recipients insist that they have yet to 
receive the agricuttural credits which are supposed to 
follow the training, even though they have long since 
completed their courses.120 This is undoubtedly 
related to the delays in the transfer of land. At the 
same time, people express serious concern about 
their capacity to repay loans that have been made 
available. Given the devastated conditions in 
Chalatenango, it is not clear that the training and 
credits will translate to income sufficient to pay for the 
loans assumed for land, credits, and housing. 

The question that all ask is: "If we get productive 
credits, what should we invest in?" An ex-combatant 
in Las Flores stated her desire to buy cattle but 

Antonio Cabanas is a de-mobilized FMLN guerrilla 
who lost a leg in 1987. Through the SRN reinser- 
tion program he went through a vocational course in 
tailoring, but he had so many responsibilities as 
president of the community (Guarjila) that he 
devoted little attention to the five month course. The 
main benefit for him was the 810 colon ($93.15) 
monthly stipend. "With the money I got there I could 
buy my firewood for the winter. This gives me some 
future security." Antonio works a small parcel of land 
where he grows corn and beans. He has applied for 
credit based on his tailoring course but has no idea 
whether he will receive it. If he obtains the credit he 
will use it to buy some cattle. 

acknowledged that so many have the same idea that 
"soon we will have more cattle than people here." An 
ex-combatant in Los Ranchos spoke of his plan to 
set up a small store, but admitted that several of his 
friends have the same idea in a town where five 
stores already exist. Some ex-combatants have 
begun to pool their credits in the hope that a larger 
enterprise will give them a better chance. Their ideas 
range from buying trucks, to mechanic shops, to 
poultry projects, and to furniture making shops, but 
these projects sound bigger than what the loans 
would support. 

All of the communities have productive enterprises 
that, for the most part, were brought from Mesa 
Grande. Besides agricultural projects, there are 
tailoring and shoe-making shops, carpentry and tin- 
smithing, embroidery andother handicrafts, auto 
repair and production of cattle feed. But residents 
have little disposable income. One put it this way: 
"People here don't go to the tailoring shop to ask for 
a pair of pants. These products must be sold outside 
the c o m ~ i t y .  If yott have saved 60 cdmes 
($6.90), it is better to wear your pants for one more 
year and spend the money on food for the kids." 

The communities are no longer satisfied with just 
surviving. With the help of sister-city projects, 
international NGOs, the UN's PRODERE program, 
and the European Community's program for refu- 
gees, these communities have developed to the point 
where they believe they can break their cycle of 
poverty. 

A regional development strategy is needed but the 
experience of the last two years makes it unlikely that 
such a strategy will come from the SRN. The com- 
munities and the NGOs are working on alternative 
strategies, but these run directly into the problem of 
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the volume of resources necessary. There is some 
hope for the integral development program being 
planned for Chalatenango through the International 
Fund for Agricultural Development (FIDA). By 
combining funds from FlDA and other sources, the 
program is expected to have access to over $30 
million. While the funds will arrive as a loan to the 
Salvadoran government, the FIDA program will be 
administered through the UNDP. In a certain sense, 
the fact that the central government has been 
removed from the local development process to this 
point is an advantage. The communities have 
developed a strong sense of themselves so that any 
successful development strategy will require a strong 
measure of local participation. The FlDA program 
will be no exception. 

Eastern Chalatenango is another test of how far 
reconstruction and reconciliation can go. More than 
two years after the signing of the peace accords, 
there is still a deep polarization of society, and little 
sign of economic reactivation. And though some 
communities will soon be represented by FMLN 
mayors, these will have to work with a central gov- 
ernment dominated by their traditional enemies in the 
ARENA Party. The challenge is ovewhelming and 
only time will tell if there exists sufficient political will 
to link the government of El Salvador with the aspira- 
tions of those living on the edge in Chalatenango. 

NGO Coordination in Nejapa 

In Nejapa, several NGOs have developed a coordi- 
nated effort to participate in the PRN through their 
local mayor and the Municipalities in Action program 
of USAID. 

The municipality of Nejapa is located in the depart- 
ment of San Salvador, 14 miles north of San Salva- 
dor. Some 35,000 people live in the municipal seat 
and over two dozen surrounding hamlets. The town 
of Nejapa provides its residents with a full range of 
services including electricity, potable water, sewage 
services, telecommunications, markets and inter- 
urban transport. These services are generally not 
available in the hamlets. 

Nejapa's economy centers on the cultivation of sugar 
cane and coffee on a large and medium scale. 
Peasants grow corn and beans on smaller properties; 
they work on coffee and sugar cane farms for much 
of their income. The hamlets where the NGOs began 
work during the war have a large population of 

landless agricultural laborers, some of whom attempt 
to grow subsistence crops on rented or occupied 
land. Five agrarian reform cooperatives formed in 
the early 1980s are the exception to this pattern of 
landlessness. Much Nejapa land is high quality and 
could support crop diversification, citrus growing and 
animal husbandry. The level of technical develop- 
ment is, in general, quite low, but some communities, 
especially the cooperatives, have mechanized 
activities like plowing, transport, irrigation, and animal 
feed preparation. 

During the war, the area around Nejapa was moder- 
ately conflictive, especially the communities near the 
San Salvador volcano. That land was strategic 
because it constituted a populated belt which gave 
access to San Salvador. The FMLN worked to 
develop an ongoing presence there. Intense militari- 
zation by the Salvadoran Army, accompanied by 
continuous reports of human rights violations, 
prevented the FMLN from controlling the zone. 

NGOs' projects responded to the resettlement of war- 
displaced groups. Their work spread quickly to 
include not only the displaced living in the conflict 
area near the volcano, but also traditional campesino 
communities, cooperatives, and marginal urban 
communities in non-conflictive areas. 

The NGOs have historically emphasized health 
projects, agricultural production, vocational and 
technical education, and communal banks. If the 
work has had a-central theme, it is the involvement of 
women and youth as a way of strengthening the 
family unit. 

During the war, there was little coordination among 
the NGOs. Since then, the NGOs have begun to 
coordinate to gain access to the PRN's resources, 
and to involve the FMLN as a local political actor. 
For example, eight NGOs presented a program to 
train health promoters and promote community 
participation in health and traditional preventative and 
curative health methods. 

The NGOs and the FMLN quickly became active 
participants in the mayor's bi-monthly cabildos 
abiertos. The day before the cabildo, the mayor 
would meet with the NGOs and community represen- 
tatives to prepare the agenda. At first, these assem- 
blies were quite participatory and popular. 

Humberto Chacon, the ARENA mayor of Nejapa, 
was a local founder of ARENA with a strong commit- 
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ment to the ideological precepts of the party. In a 
uniquely Salvadoran way, however, a combination of 
kinship ties and personal characteristics left Chacon 
open to the participation of the opposition. 

In November 1992, the mayor announced the 
formation of a "technical committee for reconstruc- 
tion" with representatives of the NGOs and the 
community organizations. Shortly thereafter, a 
commission made up of NGO representatives and 
the mayor's office got local government institutions to 
nominate representatives to the committee, though 
only the Ministry of Health actually named a repre- 
sentative. 

Projects similar to those on the NGOs' agenda were 
presented in the cabildos. The mayor and the 
municipal committee eventually approved a number 
of projects and forwarded them to the SRN where 
they encountered technical delays. In April 1993, the 
NGOs crossed a major hurdle when the SRN issued 
a pre-approval of some of the NGO projects122 and 
formed a technical round table involving NGO staff 
and technical personnel from the SRN. Later that 
same month, a meeting between the representative 
of the Swedish agency Diakonia and the director of 
the SRN appeared to reinforce this progress. The 
NGOs sensed a real change in attitude on the part of 
the SRN, but there was one more obstacle to cross - 
health or education projects had to receive a letter of 
support from the appropriate national Ministry. 

The letters never came. If the SRN had actively 
lobbied, the Ministries' letters would have arrived. 
Without active SRN support, local NGO staff, some- 
times apparently lacking full support from their central 
offices, were not able to exert sufficient pressure. 
But the opposition to the Nejapa initiative was not 
sirnpty bureaucratic. Important GOES and ARENA 
party officials at the local and regional levels opposed 
the idea from the start (local representatives of the 
Ministry of Education, for example). More impor- 
tantly, COMURES, the national organization of 
mayors, opposed NGO coordination as a dangerous 
manifestation of "parallel power" at the local level. 
The rejection of the project applications must be seen 
in the context of an atmosphere of political hostility. 

This opposition was strong enough to defeat 
Nejapa's NGO and Mayor initiative, but the situation 
did not reach the extremes evident in the Suchitoto 
case. Mayor Chac6n was in a much stronger posi- 
tion within ARENA than Mayor Figueroa of Suchitoto. 
Also, there was much less public fanfare about 

Nejapa than Suchitoto. Finally, and perhaps most 
importantly, with the Suchitoto case as a guide, 
Chacon never allowed the formation of a municipal 
reconstruction committee like the one which began 
work in Suchitoto. In that sense, he apparently 
stayed within some sort of acceptable limit for 
opposition participation in municipal reconstruction. 

While the NGO projects were languishing in bureau- 
cratic limbo, other typical public works projects 
presented by the mayor did move through both the 
SRN and the FIS, albeit with great difficulty. Their 
implementation involved a minimum of community or 
NGO participation and responded to the political 
interests of the mayor. These included road repairs, 
construction of a building, and furnishing of nine 
schools and a health clinic. Clearly, not all projects 
presented in cabildos abiertos received the same 
treatment from the SRN. 

The Swedish NGO, Diakonia, also played an impor- 
tant role in the Nejapa experience. In mid-1992, the 
agency began to identify municipalities where its 
financial cooperation could encourage local NGO 
coordination and reconciliatory negotiations between 
the NGOs, the mayors and the SRN. This work 
represented a major departure for Diakonia which, 
during the war, had directly supported NGOs apart 
from any coordination with government entities. 
Given the NGO coordination already in progress, 
Nejapa seemed an ideal place for such work. In 
early 1993, Diakonia approved a short-term project to 
support coordinated NGO work in health and educa- 
tion.123 

After some early difficulties, the health and education 
project was successfully carried out and a second 
proposal is currently under consideration. Since 
examples of NGO coordination of the sort present in 
Nejapa are quite rare in El Salvador, the presence of 
Diakonia and its intention to support such coordina- 
tion help explain the survival of the coordination 
initiative. 

The NGO coordination effort has continued, but the 
meetings of the various technical committees have 
been suspended in view of the lack of concrete 
projects to discuss. The NGOs generally view the 
considerable time they invested in establishing and 
improving relations with the SRN as a waste. 

There have been positive results not related to the 
SRN: a good relation with the mayor, legitimacy for 
NGO participation in the cabildos, and more efficient 
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project implementation. In addition, because of this 
effort the NGOs were able to work with the mayor 
and the Ministry of Health to train promoters to 
participate in a campaign against cholera and various 
vaccination drives. Finally, coordination resulted in 
the new project obtained from Diakonia. 

Besides failing in the primary objective of securing 
SRN funding, the initiative also suffered from a 
tendency on the part of the NGOs to see the fruits of 
coordination only in financial terms. By leading the 
NGOs to under-value the non-monetary gains of the 
initiative, this limited view raises questions about 
future efforts. 

In Nejapa, an ARENA mayor decided to confront a 
well-orchestrated opposition NGO project initiative- 

encouraged by international support--with a tight- 
rope act that allowed FMLN and NGO participation 
within definite limits. Though there were definite 
gains from the NGO initiative, SRN projects were not 
channeled through the opposition NGOs. Mayor 
Chacon avoided the sort of political attacks experi- 
enced by Suchitoto's mayor, but, in the end, lost his 
bid for re-election. The case deserves much further 
study from an electoral perspective. 

Nejapa's newly elected FMLN mayor will be even 
more supportive of NGO participation in municipal 
development through the SRN. Nonetheless, 
securing SRN approval of a plan that results from 
Nejapa's unique NGO coordination with local govern- 
ment will require a creative campaign. 
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Reinsertion Programs 

Designed for the very people who participated more Reinsertion programs in El Salvador have set out to 
directly in the conflict, the reinsertion programs for avoid the pitfalls of the Nicaraguan experience.124 
ex-combatants are perhaps the most sensitive of all The SRN coordinates nearly all reinsertion programs. 
SRN programs. Failures of such programs in neigh- USAlD finances the lion's share, and the EEC has 
boring Nicaragua has slowed reconstruction there. mounted a large ex-combatant program in Usuluthn. 
Nicraguan problems, directly related to the lack of 
economic opportunities, have led to the subsequent Each of the six main sections of the plan represent a 
rearming of the ex-combatants of both sides. "reinsertion track." Participants can only chose one 

Table 6 
Eligibility in Reinsertion Programs 

for Ex-Combatants of the FMLN and the FAES 

Pro~ram I FM LN I FAES 
I. General Attention X 

Support for Documentation X. 
Basic Utensils X 

II. Agricuttural Reinsertion X X 
Agricultural Tools X X 
Agricultural Credit X X 
Agricultural Training X X 
World Food Program X X 
Technical Assistance X X 
Emergency Housing X X 

Ill. Industrial and Service Reinsertion X X 
Industrial Training X X 
Credit X X 

IV. Scholarship Program X X 

V. Disabled Veterans Services X X 

VI. Middle Level Commanders Program X 

1 
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program in one track; they can't switch. Two reinser- 
tion programs had special audiences: the war 
wounded and, for the FMLN, the mid- level com- 
manders program (discussed below) 25 Other 
programs, such as the Catholic Relief Services' loan 
program FRATA, also discussed below, include but 
do not limit themselves to ex-combatants. 

These programs revolve around two central strate- 
gies-training geared to provide specific skills, and 
loans to invest in new businesses or farms (and, in 
some cases, housing). 

We present five cases: the Mid-Level Commanders 
Program; programs affecting women ex-combatants 
in a community in Usuluttm; agricultural credit; the 
participation of the UNDP in reinsertion programs; 
and the EEC reinsertion program in Usulutan. 

Mid-Level FMLN 
Commanders 

USAlD provides approximately US $4.037 million to 
cover all areas of the program except housing: this 
latter program, totalling in excess of $2 million, is 
funded through World Bank funds left over from loans 
made to El Salvador following the 1986 earthquake. 

Divided into urban and rural categories, participants 
are further sorted into three groups according to their 
ranks in the FMLN military structure. The stipends 
awarded and the credit available depends upon 
placement within these categories. The highest- 
ranked, urban commanders receive a monthly 
stipend of 3500 colones ($403), are entitled to up to 
50,000 colones ($5747) for small business credit, 
and may request up to 60,000 colones ($6897) in 
housing credit. In contrast, the lowest-ranked rural 
commander received only 900 colones stipend 
($103) and had ceilings of 30,000 and 25,000 
colones ($3448 and $2874) respectively for small 
business and housing loans. 

The FMLN proposed that UNDP oversee all program 
components: training, technical assistance, and 
credP. After negotiations among the SRN, USAID, 

"Mandos Medios" (or Program of the 600 Mid-level UNDP, and FMLN, the credit segment was awarded 
FMLN Commanders) is One Of the more costly and to FUSADES, a huge USAID-created NGO and think 
comprehensive reinsertion programs. Despite its tank with close links to the government and the 
size and shape, it can illustrate the limitations in private sector. UNDP had little interest in mounting a 
design and execution of these programs. maior credit program, but it opposed FUSADES' 

By all accounts, the Mandos Medios program origi- 
nated from a peripheral negotiation involving USAlD 
and a small group of FMLN leaders after the Accords 
were signed. The accords contain no reference to 
special programs for FMLN commanders. Some in 

budget, which included administrative costs 
of 22%. (UNDP's norm is a maximum of 1 Ooh for 
administrative costs.) After more discussions, UNDP 
was removed from the coordination of credit and 
USAlD funding for credit went directly to FUSADES. 

the FMLN thought the program would create a Academic and training classes began in mid-1993. 
divisive class structure among ex-combatants. At Approximately beneficiaries chose subjects such 
least two of the five constituent parties of the FMLN as auto or farm machinery mechanics, cattle-raisingt 
did not submit names for the program was c[othes-making, or computers, The majority of these 
clear that it was going forward. with or without them classes were provided by institutes or community 

The name of the project proposal "De Comandante 
Guerrillero a Empresario" (From Guerrilla Com- 
mander to Entrepreneur) summarizes its goal: to 
transform former FMLN commanders into business 
people. The program includes an academic equiva- 
lency program and six months of vocational or 

schools in or somewhat near the participant's com- 
munity. About 350 former commanders chose 
classes in management and administration provided 
through FUSADES in eight sites around the country; 
another 60 opted to receive executive management 
training at the Central American University. 

management training, access to credits for housing Problems reported the program are many, 
and small business creation. and technical assis- ex-combatant who withdrew from the program 
lance for the establishment of enterprises. Partici- said that the program sowed discord by creating a 
pants receive stipends while attending classes. and privileged class of demobilized FMLN combatants, 
subsequently, loans would be available for the Classes started late, and the preliminary classes 
purchase, Or repair Of The designed to upgrade the educational level of some 
credit lines are generally larger than for other reinser- participants were often not sufficient to ensure that 
tion programs. 
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the participants benefited from the subsequent 
vocational training. The SRN reported that security 
issues became a problem following the October 1993 
assassination of Francisco Velis, who was participat- 
ing in the executive management training pro- 
gram.126 

Both FUSADES and SRN cited non-attendance as a 
problem. The program required a 90% attendance 
record to be eligible for the credit programs. This 
was later lowered to 8 0 % ~ ~ '  UNDP reports that 
those failing to reach the attendance limit will have to 
attend s ecial compensatory classes to receive their 
credits.P28 Some participants suggested that access 
to credit should have been linked to their knowledge 
of the subject, measured through written exams, 
rather than simple attendance. 

Loan interest rates were debated for months. The 
FMLN wanted preferential rates of 14% while the 
government and USAID insisted that interest rates be 
tied to the market. In February 1994 was a final 
agreement reached on a variable rate of 16%. 

The UNDP has criticized the extensive loan applica- 
tions FUSADES requires for the small business 
projects. "They are more difficult than the forms 
required by the Central Reserve Bank," asserted one 
UNDP representative.129 When asked, a SRN 
official defended the forms, stating that FUSADES 
has years of experience in small business promotion 
and that it is the same form used in other micro- 
enterprise funding channels. He added, however, 
that '?he SSR, along with UNDP, has made sugges- 
tions to simplify the forms."130 FUSADES asserted 
that the problem lies in the NGOs the UNDP has 
contracted to provide technical assistance in project 
formulation. These NGOS "are not qualified to do the 
work." When asked why FUSADES had not offered 
to provide the technical assistance, the official 
explained that "objectivity would have been lost" 
since FUSADES was involved in the ori inal training 
programs and the later credit approva181 The 
UNDP also requested that the FUSADES program 
include feasibility studies for the projects proposed by 
the participants: FUSADES refused. As of March 
1994, only one project had been approved by 
FUSADES for credit. 

According to FUSADES, in a survey conducted by 
USAID early in 1994, 90°h of the participants ex- 
pressed "satisfaction" with the program. Most of the 
participants we consulted, however, complained of 
virtually every aspect of the program. The training 

offered by FUSADES was inadequate to a full 
understanding of how to run a business and inappro- 
priate to the real business possibilities open to the 
participants. "IBM has nothing to do with a 
pupuseria," (small restaurant with typical Salvadoran 
food) complained one participant. He added, "Ex- 
amples were taken only from successes, they didn't 
give us examples of why and how businesses 

The loan limits are "not realistic", bein too 
low for people to actually establish a business. 1% 
Many of the participants believe the attendance rule 
to have been made simply to keep them from con- 
tinuing their work with the FMLN, particularly impor- 
tant in the pre-electoral period. "We are the leaders; 
we needed to work on political organizing and 
policies."134 

Most of the criticisms made of the Mandos Medios 
program can be traced to a profound difference 
concerning the meaning of and method for reinser- 
tion. The SRN repeatedly asserts that the reinsertion 
programs are not "rights" owed to the ex-combatants, 
but are simply opportunities to gain the basic tools 
necessary to enter civilian life. The SRN was never 
envisioned as "assurin the reinsertion 100°/o," 
claimed one of f ic ia1. l~~ But the accords. however 
vague they are on reconstruction, do call for pro- 
grams for the FMLN for housing, employment, 
scholarships and for starting new businesses. The 
UNDP, on the other hand, has promoted reinsertion 
as a process, to be successfully completed in stages, 
with adequate support to the ex-combatants at every 
step. 

Everyone agrees, however, that the program is now 
at a critical point. Training courses have been 
completed and the stipends are about to run out. 
Three-fourths of all participants have identified 
projects and the technical assistance process is 
underway to help them gain credit eligibility. If 
participants are unable to get credits, or choose not 
to apply, all of the training and technical assistance 
will have been for nought. On the other hand, 
questions remain about the prospects of those who 
do receive credits. 

Either way, the ability of the Mandos Medios program 
to achieve its goals is in serious doubt. Despite 
denials by some of the key actors, political differ- 
ences among the program donors, administrators, 
and beneficiaries impede the program's progress and 
effectiveness. "We are apolitical," asserted a 
FUSADES technician, "but we have been co TIetec opposed ideologically to them [the F M L N ] . " ~ ~  
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The program has achieved other ends, however, 
possibly contemplated in the original proposal. First women EX-Combatants In 
and foremost, an important group of influential FMLN Nuevo Gualcho 
leaders were kept occupied and compensated during 
a critical transition period in the peace process. The 
program also succeeded initially in exacerbating "When the Frente signed the Peace Accords we 

tensions within the FMLN, and helping to create 
expected freedom and it was said that all of us were 
going to be beneficiaries ... We expected a great 

some disunity within the ranks (though this has change, some land and ... a house without having to 
decreased somewhat because of the lack of success pay a loan. We never we wouM have to pay 
and results shared by all the reinsertion pro- 
grams).137 

for all that we struggled for in the war. 

Finally, in some participants, the program has 
supported a reorientation in their vision of and 
commitment to grassroots social change. One 
participant, an FMLN member for 16 years, was part 
of the program while acting as a director of a Salva- 
doran community organization. The difficulties of this 
political transition coupled with the potential options 
opened up by his participation in the Mandos Medios 
program have left him unsure about his future path- 
something that never happened in the same way 
during the war. "I don't know ... the popular project no 
longer convinces me. If these credits ever come 
through, three or four of us will probably get together 
and give it a try."138 

In our discussions about the Mandos Medios Pro- 
gram, participants and observers have evaluated the 
program as an economic reinsertion program, a 
factor in the stability of the transition, and a program 
promoting political and ideological changes in its 
participants. As comments move back and forth 
among the various levels, they can seem inconsistent 
or contradictory. 

On the economic level, it is too early to make a 
definitive conckrsion but there are serious doubts 
about the program's ability to achieve the economic 
reinsertton of the mid-level commanders. On the 
other hand, by involving a key group of FMLN 
leaders in a compensated, future-oriented training 
experience, the program has definitely been a 
stabilizing factor in the transition from war to peace in 
El Salvador. Finally, the perceptions of political 
divisions or ideological changes arising from the 
program lead to a highly emotional and subjective 
debate. These observations may say much about the 
impact of this program on the FMLN as a political 
party and Salvadoran society, in general, but they 
can not serve as a basis for evaluating Mandos 
Medios as an economic reinsertion program. 

The only thing I have is this training and I don't want 
to be another baker; I have other dreams for my life ... 

- Reina, A female ex-combatant and 
community leader139 

Two years after the signing of the peace agreement 
between the FMLN and the government, the ex- 
combatants of both sides are still immersed in the 
complex process of becoming civilians after the war 
took years out of their lives. All sides agree that they 
deserve support and resources, but there are widely 
divergent views about what should be done. 

Much of the debate has failed to consider the views 
and experience of the 3,285 female ex-combatants of 
the FMLN. Here are perspectives of four of those 
women. They are among the 19 women ex-combat- 
ants living in Nuevo Gualcho, twelve miles north of 
the Pan-American Highway in the Department of 
~su1utan.140 

The war forced the owners of the Hacienda Gualcho 
to abandon the land in the early 1980s. For ten 
years the land remained virtually unoccupied. In 
March 1990, one thousand Salvadorans who had 
spent much of that decade in the refugee camp at 
San Antonio, Honduras, settled into what they 
christened "Nuevo Gualcho." 

Six hundred people remain in the community after 
nearly one-half of the inhabitants decided to leave 
last year. They cited economic problems, a desire to 
return to their places of origin, and internal divisions 
in the community as their primary reasons for leav- 
ing. Those that remain are campesinos who make 
their living by growing corn, beans and a few com- 
mercial crops. Community members have gained 
ownership of some of the land they work through the 
Land Transfer Program; and others are negotiating 
for land. The economic situation of the community 
remains precarious. 
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Reina and Ana are participating in the Mid-Level 
Commanders program (Mandos Medios), and Norma 
and Isabel are part of the Agricultural Reinsertion 
program. They talked with us about their experience 
of being "re-incorporated into civilian life." 

Neither the peace accords nor the final draft of the 
PRN give women's needs any specific treatment. 
None of the programs listed in Table 6 are designed 
specifically for women, or address the empowerment 
of women. These and other shortcomings might 
have been overcome if a participatory planning 
process for the reinsertion programs had allowed for 
the incorporation of the observations of women, but 
no such process existed. 

Of the 18 Nuevo Gualcho residents participating in 
the Mandos Medios program, 11 are women. These 
women had to go to the department of San Miguel, 
three hours away, to receive a five-month theoretical 
course in starting up small businesses. Next, each 
participant attended a five-month practical training in 
their community. The men were trained in animal 
husbandry, while the women received a course in 
bread-making. Reina and Ana attended both the 
theoretical and the practical courses. Reina says 
that she was offered no alternative to the baking 
course for her practical study.141 She doubts that 
the course will have any real impact on her life. Ana 
was also dissatisfied with the training: 

Some of us found that we did not feel capable of 
starting our own business, especially with the 14%- 
16% interest [loans] ... Maybe, we don't have the 
"capitalist spirit" needed to manage a business. 

The course in San Miguel was about '7heory For 
Writing Project Proposals. " It was horrible. The 
maferial was difficult and it was hard for us to under- 
stand it. Four of the women didn't know how to read 
or write and they just went to sleep. The 'Sleeping 
hens" they called them. As Mandos Medios, we felt 
ashamed. We received 900 colones every month 
and now it's finished, and what are we going to do? 
This program wasn't like what thought it would 
be. 14* 

These women received equivalency courses before 
the training course, but the presence of illiterate 
women in the training course means the preparatory 
courses did not compensate for the inadequate 
education received by most Salvadoran rural women 
The instructors apparently made no effort to adjust 
the lesson plan after it became clear illiterate women 

were in a theoretical course. Rather than helping the 
women gain confidence, the course added to their 
feelings of inadequacy and isolation. 

Why did the women stay with the program? By 
attending the course, the women qualified for the 900 
colon ($103) monthly stipend. Since most of the ex- 
combatants were without any source of income, the 
stipend was a powerful incentive to attend. 

Women have completed the classes and received 
part of their benefits, but aren't any closer to integra- 
tion into the economic structure of the country than 
they were before the PRN was put into motion. 

The basic goal of the Mid-Level Commanders 
program was to turn FMLN leaders into entrepre- 
neurs through training and loans. The Mandos 
Medios program has not yet begun to extend credits, 
but neither Reina nor Ana, nor any of women ex- 
combatants feel prepared for the responsibility of a 
loan at 16°/0. There is a question about how many 
women will assume loans when and if they become 
available. 

Those are the post-war obstacles faced by FMLN 
women leaders. The conditions for regular ex- 
combatants are surely no better. 

Norma, for example, faces a situation where, as a 
mother, it is hard for her to take advantage of any 
program. 

I get up every day at 4:30 in the morning, it's still 
dark ... I go to the river to wash the clothes and the 
dishes. I wash the corn and put it on the fire before I 
go, so it will soften up. When I get back from the 
river it's daylight; I grind the corn for the tortillas and 
cook the food. In all it's tons of work. 

When we have "milpa" I help my compafiero to clean 
it. We used to have running water, but the tubes 
broke and now I have to go four times a day to the 
Hacienda or to Los Mangos to get water. Each trip is 
more or less one hour [to go and come back, not 
counting the time lost waiting in line]. I wash the 
clothes in the river which is close to here, but drinking 
water has to be hauled ... 

Juan is the only child that's mine, the other four are 
my sister Elba 's. She is working in Usulutan [city] ... 
she only comes home on week-ends. My mother 
and I take care of the kids because she has no 
compaiiero. The father of the bigger children was 
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killed in the war and the other guy just left her with 
the little ones ... In these times it is better not to have 
too many children, that is why 1 only have one ... 

As a demobilized, they have given me land in "Las 
Molinas", but I haven't even gone to see it. 1 don't 
even know where it is. For my cornpahero, who is a 
war-wounded, they gave him land, but they sent him 
to "Las Marias. "[Las Marias is an hour's walk 
Northeast; Las Molinas is an hour and a half North- 
west]. This is a big mess, they send the man here 
and the woman over there, what is this? ... 143 

Norma and her compaAero chose land in Las Marias; 
it was closer and had fewer mosquitoes. Residents 
were not informed that the list of names sent to the 
Land Bank exceeded the limit the bank had set for 
the Las Marias farm. The FMLN assigned disabled 
ex-combatants (including Norma's compaAero) to the 
nearby Las Marias farm, but, hoping to avoid further 
delays in the land transfer program, failed to consult 
the beneficiaries when excess names, including 
Norma's, were switched to Las Molinas. 

If Norma and her compaAero decide to take out loans 
to buy into both farms, they will have higher costs by 
having to work two plots separated by several hours 
walk. Norma's compaAero could take outside 
employment to pay the loan, but this separation 
would be a strange notion of "agricultural reinsertion." 

In SRN statistics, Norma and her sister Elba count as 
reinsertion beneficiaries. Both are to receive land 
and agricultural training. The statistics mask the 
tremendous obstacles faced by women trying to take 
the critical next step of turning these "benefits" into 
the basis for a new life. Being eligible to buy land 
has not changed Norma's economic situation, but it is 
important to note that one of the complications in 
Norma's situation-her land assignment-was not 
the fault of the SRN or the Land Bank. Rather the 
complexity of the deal negotiated and renegotiated 
by the government and the FMLN for land transfers 
makes faulty communication a probability. 

Norma is also eligible for a housing program and an 
agricultural production credit program, both through 
the European Economic Community (EEC). The 
housing program provides 20.000 colones for hous- 
ing, 8,000 as a loan at 140h. The agricultural credit 
maximum is 9,000 colones at 14%. Should Norma 
borrow for land, production and housing, she will 
eventually be responsible for credit pa ments of 
approximately 750 colones a month1l4 In El 

Salvador, an urban industrial worker has a minimum 
monthly salary of 900 colones145. Could a rural ex- 
combatant, with no fixed income, be able to meet the 
credit payments? 

The EEC insists that it will be possible to pay these 
credits, but only if the credits are combined with 
improved productive organization, effective training 
and technical assistance, and help in establishing 
marketing networks. 

Finally, if Norma is to have time for training and 
farming, she will need to be freed from some of her 
household work. She now spends over four hours a 
day hauling water and several more hours cooking. 
Her situation points to the necessity of including 
gender considerations in the planning of reinsertion 
programs.146 

Isabel, a feminist leader and an ex-combatant, claims 
that the difference between benefits to commanders 
and regular combatants, create inequality and 
generate conflict. 

"These programs are the weeds that the enemy sows 
among us ... The PRN serves to sow the division and 
the inequality among revolutionaries, among those 
who are su osedly the "subjects of social 
change. l114?P 

Isabel insists that reinsertion benefits have created 
new bases for inequality among women. The women 
in Mandos Medios said they didn't get the emergency 
household utensils and farm tools that were given to 
the ex-combatants. The ex-combatants have com- 
plained that the Mandos Medios earned too much 
money during their training program. Ana's comment 
about feeling ashamed of the illiterate woman in her 
course evidences hard feelings between educated 
and less educated. Nearly 20% of female ex- 
combatants are illiterate. l 48 There may always have 
been some status differences among FMLN combat- 
ants, but the reinsertion programs highlight new 
divisions and hard feelings between educated and 
less-educated ex-combatants. 

The experience of the women in Nuevo Gualcho 
suggests that women are, in fact, receiving benefits 
under the reinsertion programs of the SRN. The 
benefits have been delayed, as they have for all ex- 
combatants, but there is no evidence that women 
have been excluded because of their gender. Nor 
did women tell us that they felt that men had received 
more benefits than the women did. 
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The traditional gender roles assumed by women in 
communities like Nuevo Gualcho, however, have 
prevented women's full participation in the programs. 
Furthermore, some of the reinsertion programs are 
designed in ways which perpetuate those same roles 
i.e., the Mid-Level Commanders program where men 
are trained in animal husbandry and women as 
bakers. 

Another problem area has been the tendency of the 
reinsertion programs to establish economic and 
social divisions among participants. Woman ex- 
combatants did not complain about male ex-combat- 
ants getting more benefits than themselves, but they 
were very aware of the different treatment received 
by both male and female participants in the Mid-Level 
Commanders program. 

Agricultural Credit 

In May, 1992, Catholic Relief Services (CRS) began 
an agricultural credit fund and technical assistance 
project of 20 million colones ($2.29 million) aimed at 
the populations of war-torn communities. Since 
March, 1993, the Banco Fomento Agropecuario (BFA 
- Agricuttural Development Bank) has been adminis- 
tering an 85 million colones ($9.77 million) line of 
agricultural production credit available to ex-combat- 
ants from the FMtN and the milita USAID pro- 
vides financing for both programs. 749 

The Fondo Rotativo y Asistencia Tecnica Agricola 
(FRATA) program of the CRS set out to improve 
basic grain production (corn, beans, sorghum) and 
nutrition, to increase income, and to educate about 
the use uf credil through the provision of bans and 
technical assistance. Of the 20 million colones 
dedicated to the proiect- --- _ _ - - -  --- 
tered by CRS), some 14 million were to be dedicated 
to loans, the rest was to flnance adm~nistrative costs, 
the provlslon of technical assistance, and logist~cal 
support 

CRS operated through local, experienced NGOs in 
257 small towns and hamlets. The NGOs organized 
240 locally-elected community-based credit commit- 
tees charged with reviewing credit applications. The 
NGOs provided part of the technical assistance. 

Loans to some 7000 families, in a year's time, 
averaged 2000 colones ($232). Borrowers were ex- 
combatants and families severely affected by the 

war. In a survey of 100 credit users, 18 credit 
committees and 6 NGOs project, only 15% of 
borrowers owned land, 20% rented, and some 64% 
worked small parcels under negotiation for purchase, 
presumably through the land transfer program. The 
average size of land "held in the survey was 3 
manzanas.150 

Most committees, according to the survey, gave 10- 
month loans (CRS allowed 12 months) at 15.5%. 
The recuperation rate of the rotating fund (not 
counting technical assistance and administrative 
costs - a third of the total budget) was 60% of capital 
plus interest. 

The survey of the project revealed that the loans 
were being used for their intended purposes. There 
seemed to have been a considerable increase in the 
use of technology, such as better seeds and fertiliz- 
ers, if one compares the surveyed population with 
national level surveys of poor farmers. Abu t  three 
quarters of those surveyed said they had received at 
least one day of direct technical training in both credit 
issues and agricuttural techniques, a minimal 
amount. 

Production satisfied basic food needs, and in the vast 
majoriiy of cases left a surplus to be sold. Corn 
production exceeded national averages, though bean 
production did not. Beans suffered from bad weather 
and, apparently, a lower use of the techniques the 
program was trying to impart. 

Despite advances, the i&me, on average, was not 
sufficient to meet costs plus the interest on the ban 
(unless sales we increased by dipging into the 
family food supply). Given this, it is somewhat 
surprising that loan paybacks were as high as 60%. _ _ _  - - ---- -- -- 
~ ~ ~ ~ - a n T c 7 e ~ t  committees supervi- 
sion of the loans helped augment the payback rate, 
which would help them qualify for future CRS pro- 
grams. 

The evaluators of the CRS project recommended that 
NGOs organize marketing cooperatives to get better 
prices. CRS has launched another credit program to 
encourage diversification into crops that would 
generate more income. 

It is not unusual for a first year enterprise to lose 
money, and the FRATA program "lost" one-third of its 
loan base in the first year. To be sustainable in the 
financial sense would require the generation of 
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higher incomes. At a minimum, this would require 
crop diversification, technical assistance and atten- 
tion to programs to increase the beneficiaries' market 
power. These, in turn, are dependent on further 
infusions of capital from international donors. 

The Banco Fomento Agropecuario (BFA) manages 
an 85 million colones (9.77 million dollars) line of 
production credit tied to the land transfer program. 
To receive a BFA agricultural credit an ex-combatant 
must be among those who are in line to receive land 
through the land transfer program. The maximum 
one-time credit is 15,580 colones ($1 791 ) at 14%, 
slightly below market rates. (The rate can be ad- 
justed downward two points below market.) The loan 
term is 5 years, with a one-year grace period during 
which only interest is due. An applicant must be 
registered as an ex-combatant, and also formally 
registered as a resident on a piece of land which has 
either been transferred, is being negotiated for 
transfer, or at least is on a list of "disputed lands" 
negotiated by the FMLN and the government in 1992. 
On the other hand, an ex-soldier must be on a plot of 
land which has been transferred and titled through 
the land transfer program. 

To receive credit, applicants must present a produc- 
tion plan which a regional bank committee judges to 
be viable. 

The BFA sets loan maximums for different projects, 
e.g. an amount per manzana for corn production. If 
approved, the loan is disbursed in parts timed to 
various crop or livestock production cycles. 

Through the end of 1993, the BFA had loaned out 
just under hatf of the line of credit, about 40 million 
colones, to some 41 76 ex-combafants, giving an 
average loan of 9615 colones, well below the 15,580 
colones limit. Only 721 ex-soldiers (none of them 
women) received loans, compared to 3455 ex-FMLN 
combatants, of which 920 were women. The 
difference may be due to the need for ex-soldiers to 
be on titled lands and perhaps to a better information 
system among ex-FMLN combatants and their former 
commanders. Ex-soldiers also obtained lower 
average loans of 91 55 colones as did women from 
the FMLN (9185 colones). 

Several concerns have been raised about the loan 
program. The program was delayed until after 
training courses were, in theory, taken by the ex- 
combatants (evidence of having taken the course 

does not appear to be part of the documentation that 
needs to be supplied to get a loan), and thus any 
lessons learned in the classroom may well have been 
forgotten in the lapse between lesson and prac- 
tice.152 

The delay, in large part, is a result of delays in the 
land transfer program (see Box 3). While the land 
does not have to have been formally transferred and 
titled, an ex-combatant must be registered as being 
on the land through a verification process that was 
done once and then confirmed two more times. BFA 
officials must periodically verify to the SRN and 
USAlD that recipients are from these lists. 

A second concern arises because many farms have 
civilian and ex-combatant residents. Only the ex- 
combatants are eligible for this line of production 
credit, creating differences among the residents' 
opportunities. 

Two more central concerns stem from radically 
opposite assumptions. First, UN officials, among 
others, worry that this line of credit, combined with 
the credits likely to be assumed for land and housing, 
will be more debt than the "beneficiaries" can handle 
in the current market. Studies show that income 
levels per manzana for corn and beans are low and 
have been declining, and may well make it impos- 
sible to keep up with debt payments without major 
diversification.l53 

From the opposite perspective, BFA officials worry 
that the loans will not be paid back at all. They 
complain that the ex-combatants on both sides, 
perhaps encouraged by their commanders, view the 
line of credit as a right or a gift. One local BFA 
official reported that ex-soldiers had threatened him 
in an effort to gain full loan approvals while he was 
sewing in the Santa Ana off ice. Upon transfer to the 
San Martin office, he had been threatened again, this 
time by ex-FMLN combatants. 

These BFA officials also worried that the money was 
not being used for purposes stated in the loan 
application, but for consumption purposes - and, in 
some cases, had even been used to migrate to the 
U.S. The loan recipient is supposed to show receipts 
for purchases, and BFA loan officers are to use these 
receipts to justify to their supervisors that the loan 
money has been properly used and administered. 
They worry that receipts will not be forthcoming. 
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From an institutional standpoint, the BFA concern is 
quite real. The BFA is currently one of the two 
remaining state banks following bank privatization 
under the Cristiani administration. It has come under 
criticism from the government and USAlD for low 
rates of loan recovery and less than efficient adminis- 
tration, and, in comparison with private banks, 
substantial losses. An USAlD study recommended 
that the bank operate as a bank rather than an 
instrument for social policy, but the study also noted 
that for small farmers, "operational subsidies will be 
needed."154 Clearly, being assigned to supervise 
this agricultural credit program for ex-combatants is 
not likely to improve the BFA's image as an efficient 
loan collecting institution. But it is also worth noting 
that this program amounts to a bit more than 1% of 
bank credit in 1991. Even major defaults with this 
line of credit will hardly send the banking system into 
a tailspin.155 

Encouraging savings and investment are noble and 
necessary goals, but the investment/consumption 
dilemma is at the heart of development problems in 
the third world. The poor in countries like El Salvador 
continue to emphasize consumption when that option 
is available. And the target population of these 
programs has been deprived of basic consumption 
for over a decade. Had development and investment 
been a more serious concern for this line of credit, in- 
kind loans or vouchers might have been used, 
though admittedly this would have increased logisti- 
cal and administrative problems. 

Even as the country's leaders preach the virtues of 
the market, the recent history of lending in El Salva- 
dor finds many examples of concessionary loans. 
Agrarian reform cooperatives, coffee growers, and 
large property owners in the conftictive zones have 
all been beneficiaries of concessionary lines of credit 
in recent months or years. The Central Reserve 
Bank, in turn, has bailed out banks with bad loan 
portfolios. 

In this context, the ex-combatants want their own 
concessions. When a broad range of interest 
groups are getting steep concessions, it is a bit 
difficult to apply calvinistic norms to the ex-combat- 
ants and unrealistic to assume that they would 
meekly accept them. 

While no one has systematic data on how borrowers 
are using these loans, there are anecdotes of the 
loans being used to finance migration to the U.S. or 

to buy an additional piece of property, rather than to 
plow the money into this year's crop. In the absence 
of a viable alternative in agricuttural production, both 
land speculation and the trip to the U.S. are entirely 
logical options offered by the market which the ex- 
combatants are very likely choosing. Land prices are 
rising, particularly near urban areas; the ex-combat- 
ants would be following a large rush of people 
investing in real estate. 

In the case of migration to the United States, the BFA 
might be making a very good investment. It is more 
than ironic that USAlD might be funding credits to 
send Salvadorans to the U.S., but if those ex- 
combatants that head north behave as the Salvador- 
ans that preceded them, they will save dollars and 
send a healthy portion of those savings back to El 
Salvador, a dollar flow that keeps the Salvadoran 
economy and hundreds of thousands of families 
afloat. 

For a country undergoing structural adjustment, there 
is still quite a bit of credit available in El Salvador. 
But newly privatized banks have no interest in either 
the risk or the administrative costs involved in making 
many small loans to marginal producers. A cost- 
cutting government minimizes subsidies of all sorts. 
Experts debate the virtues of formal and informal 
mechanisms to get credit to small farmers, but 
development schemes would seem to require some 
level of subsidized credit if there is to be any have 
hope of reducing poverty.156 

Though they adopt quite different approaches, 
neither of the programs reviewed are sustainable 
without further infusions of money. Perhaps for 
political reasons, it will be difficult to assess the 
impact of the WA programon individuals or mrnmtt- 
nities given strained relations between the BFA and 
recipient groups. The CRS model involves technical 
assistance and training, closely tied to the provision 
of credit, community based credit committees, and a 
means of assessing impact. Though the BFA is 
accused of over-bureaucratization, it should be noted 
that the CRS model involves several levels (from, 
USAID, to the SRN, to CRS, to NGO, to Credit 
Committee, to Borrower) and lengthy waiting periods 
between loan application and disbursement. None- 
theless, a local level committee with NGO technical 
assistance seem a better model than the BFA model, 
because it involves community monitoring and 
promises the possible development of credit commit- 
tees into local savings and loan institutions. 
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The UNDP and the Search 
for a Sustainable Reinsertion 

During final peace negotiations the FMLN sought to 
establish the UNDP as a third party that could assist 
in achieving a "concerted" and participatory recon- 
struction process. As a result, the accord makes 
direct reference to the UNDP. 

Some hoped in early 1992 that the UNDP might 
serve as a "neutral" mechanism for the implementa- 
tion of the entire PRN. We have seen this vision was 
unrealistic for a number of reasons, not the least of 
which was UNDP's lack of capacity to assume such a 
task. (See "The Rise and Fall of Concerted Recon- 
struction.") The agency has, nonetheless, main- 
tained a vision of its role as a mechanism of broad 
participation in the PRN, and has consistently played 
this role throughout the past two years. 

The UNDP was quickly called upon to support the 
emergency program to provision FMLN troops 
gathered into specified zones. The current UNDP 
director insists that these needs should have been 
addressed in the peace accords, and would have 
been had the United Nations called its own emer- 
gency assistance experts into the negotiations.l 57 

tion. 58 In coordination with the GOES, several UN 
agencies and national NGOs, among them the 
FMLN's January 16th Foundation (F-16), planned 
and implemented these programs. The inclusive 
nature of this first effort set the tone for future UNDP 
efforts. 

In September 1992, the government released its 
"Program to Support the Reintegration of Ex-Combat- 
ants of the FMLN." The UNDP has based its reinser- 
tion program efforts on the following overall strategy: 

UNDP's institutional strategy centers upon 
activities which aim to transform the consoli- 
dation of peace into Sustainable Human 
Development ... UNDP must support the 
country in the creation of conditions which 
will pave the way to a new economic model 
based upon the active incorporation of those 
sectors of the society which have been 
traditionally excluded from decision-mak- 
ing ,"l59 

UNDP's implementation practices have sought 
sustainability and reconciliation, through the partici- 
pation of the opposition NGOs. Most observers 
credit UNDP with success in achieving the latter goal. 
The NGOs sin le out UNDP as the only true space of 

?GO reconciliation. Though there are many NGOs with 
disparate programs andoften poor coordination, a 

Lacking a developed plan, the UNDP rushed to common thread of emphasizing human development 
gather $3.1 from fifteen countries into a trust fund to connects them, This, they say, coincides with the 
support health care, food provision and educa- UNDP's vision. . 

Table 7 
WDP Partictpafion in 

SRN Reinsertion Projects 
(amounts in $US) 

Program 

Agr~cultural 
Tralnlng 
Agr~cultural 

. Tech Assstance 
Mandos Medlos 
Program 

Emergency Houslng 
6 

Description 
Baslc agricultural tralnlng to 6300 FMLN ex 
combatants 
Ald to 6000 ex-combatants In formulating 
productive plans 
Tralnlng, technical asst and credlt to 600 Mid 
Level 
Commanders of FMLN 

- - -  

6000 unlts of provisional 
houslng (4000 FMLN, 2000 FAES) 

Budget 

$3,800,000 

862,855 

1 3 4  1,020 

1,200,000 
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According to USAID, the involvement of UNDP in 
USAID-funded projects is somewhat irregular, and 
owes its involvement, in large part, to the insistence 
of the FMLN that UNDP play a key role in certain 
projects. USAlD treats the UNDP like any other 
NGO seeking project funds.161 NGO sources close 
to the government affirm that UNDP has created 
problems in project implementation because it tends 
to work in favor of the F M L N . ~ ~ ~  

Though much of the reinsertion money comes from 
USAID, UNDP has also mobilized financing. This 
has opened channels for donors to support the PRN 
through mechanisms other than the SRN. The 
importance of this role can be expected to grow in 
the future, especially if the SRN fails to provide an 
opening to all NGOs in its program. 

Broader participation does not necessarily mean 
UNDP has succeeded in its goal of increasing 
program sustainability. Reinsertion programs with or 
without UNDP participation have been dependent on 
the advance of the overall government program- 
especially the much delayed land transfers. 

Moreover, many ex-combatants clearly identified the 
training classes and their stipends as a source of 
income more than training integrated into an overall 
productive plan. Many productive projects actually 
suffered as ex-combatants preferred to attend the 
paid training sessions. Similarly, some technical 
assistance requires people to leave their communi- 
ties and productive work-rather than the more 
accepted methodology of direct extension to the 
participants in the productive context. Even though 
the NGOs had significant participation in these 
programs, at least one FMLN leader questions their 
overall vakre.l63 

UNDP efforts in the Mandos Medios program to build . - 
in technical assistance to ex-commanders during 
their project design and implementation, to do market 
research to see if projects were viable and to secure 
preferential rates of interest were all aimed at 
sustainability. Several key components, however, 
such as productive credits, have been removed from 
UNDP control. The long-term viability of the resulting 
program is in doubt. 

problems of structural poverty, in order to expand 
beyond programs which constitute essentially either 
forms of social compensation or emergency sup- 
port."164 

The UNDP will bring this new orientation to three 
large-scale, long-term development projects funded 
principally by the International Fund for Agricultural 
Development (FIDA). The largest will take place in 
Chalatenango. Projects will be implemented in close 
coordination with UNDP. However, UNDP's work on 
SRN programs will continue. 

UNDP has recently initiated coordination efforts with 
international and national NGOs. In March, UNDP 
held a conference for dozens of Salvadoran NGOs to 
explain the evolving orientation of the UNDP and 
seek NGO assessments of UN work. The turn 
toward "horizontal" relations with NGOs is quite a 
change for the U N D P . ~ ~ ~  NGO observers argue 
about how much this shift reflects actual institutional 
change, but most agree that it is a change that must 
be nourished and pursued. 

The overall role of the United Nations in the Salva- 
doran peace process has created a unique opening 
for the UNDP in national reconstruction. The institu- 
tion has been able to promote important levels of 
NGO participation, but has had more difficulty 
translating these gains into sustainable programs in 
the context of the SRN. Notwithstanding the prob- 
lems, the UNDP's decision to emphasize reconcilia- 
tion and participation in the context of an overall 
commitment to "Human Development" is one of the 
truly hopeful signs of reconstruction to date. 

The EEC Reinsertion 
Program in Usulutan 

The shadows lengthen as nightfall approaches in the 
place they used to call Cuchemonte. Before the war, 
this was a bustling coastal zone where over five 
thousand people made their living, combining farming 
with labor in the salt works situated along the estuar- 
ies of the Bay of Jiquilisco. The war changed all that. 
Salt production was halted. Roads became over- 
grown paths and electrical service was cut. People 

In a 1993 brief, the UNDP ref,ects on its future work: abandoned the area to escape the violence - save for 

"UNDP will be refocusing its approach in this new a few families who offered important support to the 

period to emphasize programs that respond to guerrillas. 
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This afternoon, about fifteen men have gathered in a 
small clearing where the main road seems to end. 
Among them are ex-soldiers, ex-guerrillas, and 
members of the civilian population, all representing 
groups who are attempting to reactivate salt and 
shrimp production under the auspices of the Euro- 
pean Economic Community (EEC). One of the ex- 
soldiers wears the burgundy beret of his battalion, 
but the talk is pure business. The groups are meet- 
ing to determine the best way to get the EEC to fund 
the repair of a critical section of road that will be 
impassable in the rainy season. 

The ex-combatants of the FMLN and the military are 
on the verge of producing salt in the salt works they 
have been sold as part of the Land Transfer Pro- 
gram, and the civilians have been assured that they 
will have their own "salinera" soon after phase II of 
the program begins in July. In its embodiment of the 
dual goals of economic reactivation and reconciliation 
that form the basis of the PRN, this meeting feels 
very different from those in other parts of the country 
where ex-combatants meet to complain about failed 
reinsertion programs. 

In February 1992, El Salvador's Minister of Planning 
Mirna Lievano de Marques asked the EEC Develop- 
ment Commissioner Manuel Marin to support the 
reinsertion of Salvadoran ex-combatants. The 
Commissioner responded positively and EEC coop- 
eration in Usulutan was born.166 

The next July, following intense consultations with 
unofficial FMLN participation, the EEC and the 
government signed a two-year, US$18 million 
reinsertion agreement for 3000 FMLN and military 
ex-combatants in Usulutan. The money was mostly 
to buy land and extend production loans. (See Table 
8). A subsequent five-year phase was also contem- 
plated, contingent on the success of the first phase. 

Six months later, implementation began with the 
appointment of Jaap van der Zee, as the European 
director, and former SRN-employee Gustavo Adolfo 
Escobar as the national director. These w-direc- 
tors, working in close coordination with program staff 
and representatives of the government, the Armed 
Forces, and FMLN, developed the operational plan 
for the program in early 1993. 

Program design, insisted upon by the EEC, gives the 
co-directors almost complete control over implemen- 

tation. Neither GOES officials nor EEC diplomatic 
personnel can overrule the co-directors on policy 
issues. On operational issues, they report directly to 
~russe1s.l 67 Funds from Brussels go to bank 
accounts in El Salvador under the control of the co- 
directors. The GOES exerted minimal control over 
the relatively small amount of funds ($460,000) it 
provided. 

The program provides for the creation of a non-profit 
Service Corporation designed to oversee major 
program activities like credits and marketing. The 
corporation has a Board of Directors as a mechanism 
of participation, but leaves controlling interest in the 
hands of the EEC and its co-directors. 

The EEC program is based on the presumption that: 

The term "re-integration into the agrarian sector" 
[regularly employed by the government and USAID] 
is nothing more than an empty phrase. All that 
remains of this sector is the product of a series of 
disastrous agrarian policies that, since 1932, have 
had a collective impact that was quite possibly as 
great as the havoc of the civil war.168 

The EEC does not substantiate this view, which 
appears in its Annual Report in the context of a plea 
for a new Agrarian code. Nonetheless, the perception 
is present in program design which seeks to create a 
new agrarian model rather than integrate ex-combat- 
ants into an existing system. 

I and and Productioq 

The funds provide credit for land, housing, potable 
water (so beneficiaries can actually live on the land), 
and production necessities, and a training and 
technical assistance program. Detailed plans call for 
primary areas of production in: crops (basic grains 
and cash crops), cattle raising, coffee, and salt/ 
shrimp. The EEC projects that 1700 of the beneficia- 
ries will be doing agricultural work, 41 0 will cultivate 
coffee, and 890 will work in the salineras producing 
salt and shrimp. Production in each area will be 
marketed collectively. 

Staff and resources have been overwhelmingly 
devoted to securing the land transfers. These lands 
involve 2349 ex-combatants, 60% of whom have 
actually taken possession of the land. Thus, in one 
year, the program has located over half of the 3000 
beneficiaries on land and provided them with the 
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Table 8 
Budget Allocations and Expenses 

(quantities in ECUs, as of 31/12/93)169 

Table 9 
EEC Land Transfer for Ex-Combatants as of 12/31/93, 

Number and Size of Properties by 
Type of Land and Status of Negotiation 

Category 

Land Purchase 
Agricultural Credits 
Housing Credits 
Support to Land Bank 
Training and Tech. Asst. 
Administration 

. Unforeseen Costs 
Total 

* Transfers completed with title passing to new owners. 
** Purchase agreement reached but titling has not passed. 
Property size in manzanas (1 Manzana=1.73 acres=.70 hectare) 

Budget 
Alloc. 

10,000,000 
700,000 

1,500,000 
300,000 
350,000 

1,650,000 
300,000 

14,800,000 

Actual 
Exp. 

5,875,079 
695,322 
843,631 
772,130 
376,168 
767,215 
105,707 

9,435,252 
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means to start producing.170 Despite its mandate 
as an ex-combatant program, the EEC has partici- 
pated in land purchase negotiations for 2428 civilian 
families who occupy the same lands as the ex- 
combatants. The purchase of these properties has 
been financed by USAlD and accounts for an impor- 
tant percentage of the advance of the USAID's land 
transfer work. 

In the EEC program, 7949 manzanas of privately- 
held land have been titled or have been negotiated 
and are awaiting titling (see Table 7). According to a 
February 1994 report issued by ONUSAL, a total of 
51,834 manzanas meets the same conditions, 
nationwide. The EEC program is responsible, then, 
for over 15°/0.0f the land that has been successfully 
negotiated at the national level, and this does not 
include the land which they have negotiated for the 
civilian population. That is not so surprising given the 
amount of land in Usulutan that is part of the FMLN 
land inventory, but it still indicates that land transfer 
in that department is well ahead of the rest of the 
country. This is true even though the EEC is working 
through the same Land Bank that is consistently 
blamed for delays in transfers throughout the country. 

The EEC traces its success with the land transfer to 
three factors: 

1. EEC agrarian experts talk to everyone involved 
from the buyerlbeneficiary to the seller. They are 
very active in "pre-negotiations" to gain the confi- 
dence of the seller with accompanying advantages in 
terms of price. 

2. Rather than wait for the Land Bank to measure 
land, the EEC hired its own topographer. 

3. The EEC has its own lawyer who prepares the 
paperwork for the review and final signature by the 
legal staff of the Land ~ a n k . l ~ l  

The EEC is, therefore, taking steps that USAlD and 
the government might take to help the land transfer 
process at the national level. In addition, the EEC 
has provided substantially more resources than 
anticipated to help the Land Bank. (See Table 8). 
Finally, its activist role in the transfer of lands is no 
doubt greatly enhanced by the fact that it is also a 
major funder of the land bank. 

The EEC has a higher credit limit than the USAID- 
sponsored land transfers--40,000 colones ($4600) 
rather than 3 0 , 0 0 0 . ~ ~ ~ .  It believes that the extra 

purchasing power, combined with the program's 
other features in training and marketing, gives the 
participants a fighting chance to survive in the 
market. According to van der Zee, with the lower 
credit limit, weak technical assistance, and no 
organizational assistance or marketing guidance, the 
government program is creating "an indebted farmer 
who will be forced to rely on off-the-farm income in 
order to survive." 

The EEC also insists that its land transfers be 
combined with a physical sub-division of the land into 
family plots so that each ex-combatant knows exactly 
which land is his or hers. Once they are assured of 
their land, the new landowners can enter into any 
associative relationship that interests them for 
production and marketing purposes. Ownership, 
however, remains in the unique combination of 
individual and group title described in Box 3. This is 
a highly controversial policy because it confirms the 
individual character of the land transfer and echoes a 
GOES-sponsored effort to sub-divide cooperatively- 
held land, long seen as a political attack on the 
cooperatives. 

Moving in bold and often controversial ways, the EEC 
has advanced rapidly in providing stable land pos- 
session, the necessary condition for the rest of the 
program, and has set forth a regional development 
plan that goes beyond the concept of reinsertion. 
The plan, however, faces several obstacles. 

Ex-Combatants and Civilians 

The government-EEC agieement limits EEC aid to 
ex-combatants. This distinction becomes less 
realistic with every day of civilian life lived by the ex- 
combatants. The distribution of scarce resources 
based on this increasingly false distinction is poten- 
tially disastrous. The only reason that it has not 
destroyed the entire program is that it is not univer- 
sally applied. 

Application of the policy on the California Coopera- 
tive, a huge property previously owned by the 
wealthy Palomo family, had unfortunate, potentially 
explosive results. The civilian population with 
historical roots in the area had sacrificed a great deal 
to occupy and defend the salt works, and made 
substantial investments to begin salt production. 
Without prior consultation with the civilian occupants, 
the EEC announced that it was buying the salinera- 
for ex-combatants. 
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After months of tension, a solution was worked out 
for civilians to become part of the group purchasing 
the salinera. The civilians grudgingly accepted the 
agreement, but when they subsequently left the salt 
works they took with them $31 0,000 worth of materi- 
als they claimed to have invested.l 73 

As noted, the EEC has ameliorated the "ex-combat- 
ants only" policy by helping to facilitate land transfers 
for many civilians living alongside ex-combatants 
(including those on California), but these civilians 
now must somehow become part of the overall 
productive plan. The EEC is now seeking alternative 
ways to finance their participation. Though USAID 
money funded the land transfer, El Salvador-based 
USAID officials have shown no interest in funding 
production. A better solution would give the EEC 
flexibility and financing to integrate the civilian 
neighbors of the ex-combatants. 

Fx-aovernment soldiers 

A much higher percentage of FMLN ex-combatants 
who have received land are actually on that land than 
are ex-soldiers. The EEC believes the pre-existing 
organization the FMLN had in Usulutan has facili- 
tated the incorporation of groups of FMLN ex- 
combatants, in contrast to the military, which is 
sending un-married, generally younger individuals 
from other areas of the country. The military does 
not have an organized system for gathering eligible 
ex-soldiers; rather it relies on each ex-soldier to 
apply. The EEC has felt that the military system for 
matching veterans with opportunities is inadequate, 
so they have supported the formation of FUVESAL 
(The Salvadoran Veteran's Foundation) to coordinate 
the participation of ex-soldiers in the EEC program. 
Even so, they are skeptical that the target of 1500 
resettled getdiers will be reached. 

Those ex-soldiers that do settle and begin producing 
are achieving 25% higher agricultural productivity on 
average than the ex-combatants, which the EEC 
suggests may be due to the "politically-influenced" 
forms of organization of the ex-guerrillas, i.e., the 
beneficiaries are organized in forms that are more 
suitable to political control than maximum production. 

Cash Flow 

As of the end of 1993, the program claimed to be 
seven months ahead of schedule in land transfers 
and a year ahead in agriculture production. How- 
ever, this resulted in spending the credits planned to 
last through July 1, 1994. In the Hacienda California 

salt works, 250 ex-combatants, many who had 
recently been encouraged to move to UsulutAn from 
northern Morazan, had to be temporarily laid off for 
lack of investment credits. This created a serious 
crisis for the elected salinera coordinating commit- 
tee.174 

More serious was the impending shortage of funds 
for the 1994 planting season which begins in May. 
This problem was resolved only when the Minister of 
Planning interceded with the Central Reserve Bank 
and facilitated a $1.725 million line of credit.l 75 

The program's second 5-year phase begins on July 
1, 1994, but there is general uncertainty about its 
budget. This makes planning difficult, and runs the 
risk of creating expectations that will not be fulfilled. 

Producti 
, . 

ve Qrgmzaba 

The EEC maintains that the pre-existing forms of 
organization were not suited to economic reactiva- 
tion. The production cooperatives, for example, tend 
to be, in the EEC's opinion, excessively vertical and 
to divide benefits in ways that do not give sufficient 
incentives to produce. 

Ongoing discussions between the EEC and coopera- 
tive and political leaders seek organizational forms 
that combine the benefits of campesino solidarity and 
individual initiative. The program seems to favor the 
organization of voluntary "solidarity groups" based on 
group credits and marketing in the context of a 
combination of individual and collective production. 
Each group must make its own production plan, and 
elect leaders responsible for credits and marketing. 
Although generally progress has been slow, there 
have been markedly different results among produc- 
tive sectors. The beneficiaries working in coffee 
have, for example, been very slow to adopt new 
forms of organization. In agricutture, on the other 
hand, people have shown a more favorable re- 
sponse. 

The EEC annual report concludes: 

Among the FAES [Salvadoran armed forces] and 
some factions of the FMLN there exists an irresistible 
tendency, traditional in Latin America, to want to 
control '?heir" people. While this attempt at political 
suicide is clearly not the business of the program, 
these actions impede the progress of many groups 
and have brought the program to the point of with- 
drawing (not from Usulutan entirely-but leaving 
certain groups to their own resources).176 
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Participation 

Shaped by a small group, the EEC plan is imple- 
mented by an even smaller group of decision mak- 
ers. The beneficiaries are generally positive, but 
there is no sense that this is, in any important way, 
theiroroaram. , 

Broad participation is quite difficult because many ex- 
combatants have little relevant production experi- 
ence, and much less in large-scale economic plan- 
ning. No one on the elected Coordinating Committee 
of the aforementioned salinera has any experience 
with salt production.177 They are struggling mightily 
to get a handle on their own situation, and are not 
inclined to involve themselves in the overall plan. 

Opposition NGOs, with undeniable ties to the benefi- 
ciary population and, in some cases, experience in 
project implementation, are not participating in the 
EEC plan any more than they are in the programs of 
the SRN. Director van der Zee insists that he is 
aware of their importance, but says, "I don't know 
what to do with them." For him, the NGOs are very 
short on technical expertise and qualified personnel 
and very long on political orientation. This makes it 
difticult to integrate them in the efforts to fundamen- 
tally change the productive organization. He would 
like to support an NGO initiative in health or educa- 
tion, but the groups working in Usulutdn have not 
achieved the coordination necessary to present a 
plan-let alone carry it out. 78 

There are exceptions. The EEC program is success- 
fully coordinating work with two NGOs, REDES and 
ITAMA in projects to reactivate salt and shrimp 
production. The NGO CODECOSTA, on the other 
hand, says that the EEC has displaced it from areas 
of work in salt production and agriculture. The 16th 
of January Foundation (F-l6), the NGO coordinating 
reinsertion for the FMLN, was offered a place on the 
board of the program's Service Corporation, but they 
"temporarily declined" saying that they have no 
interest being on the board of an organization where 
the director is just going to do what he wants.179 

Ironically, just as the EEC program co-director 
complains of verticalism in the political organizations, 
NGO leaders agree on words like "vertical" and 
"arrogant" to describe the leadership style of the EEC 
program. They assert that the program does not 
understand local realities. No one doubts that the 
EEC "does things well," but that is not always the 
sole determinant of success or failure. 

The Service Corporation is to be the center of 
participatory discussion of policy directions with 
FMLN, government, military veteran and coffee, 
agriculture and saltlshrimp sector representatives. 
The Corporation suffered a huge blow when Hernan 
Eleno Castro (FMLN Comandante Carmelo) was 
murdered.laO It has not really been active since that 
time. Even if activated, it is unlikely that it alone will 
succeed in increasing participation in the program. 

Another set of well-planned actions will be needed to 
achieve that goal, if, in fact, it is a priority of the 
program leadership. Here the experiences with 
models of popular education in El Salvador could be 
very helpful. For example, through a well-designed 
and effectively implemented popular education 
project, the repatriates in Nueva Esperanza, the 
women ex-combatants of Nuevo Gualcho, and the 
new salt producers of Cuchemonte could all begin to 
gain a broader knowledge, not just of their economic 
situation, but also how they fit into the emerging post- 
war economy of Usuluthn, and the intentions of the 
EEC to reshape that economy. 

The results would not be felt overnight, but, in time, 
the EEC would find that it had tapped a rich source of 
new leadership and participant input on how to best 
achieve--or prudently adjust-its program goals. 
This is only one of many ways to encourage popular 
participation in the program. 

The initial successes of this program in implementing 
a local development model for Usuluthn, as opposed 
to the individualized training and credit approach of 
"reinserting" combatants into the market, have great 
potential. The EEC has refused to compromise its 
plan and that, plus the exclusion of the SRN from 
influenee ever the program, has generatea serious 
opposition from many in the government. As in SRN 
programs, the EEC has also limited the participation 
of opposition NGOs. The land may belong to the ex- 
combatants who occupy it, but the regional plan is 
clearly the "EEC plan." 

There have been admirable efforts to involve benefi- 
ciaries in the administration of their production units, 
but there must be an effort, in the new five-year 
phase, to build beneficiary knowledge of planning, 
promote a vibrant non-governmental sector, and to 
transfer power over their program to the beneficia- 
ries. Without this, the EEC program could be in- 
creasingly isolated politically, despite its successes, 
and, when the EEC eventually "goes home," its 
successes may wither. 

3 
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Conclusions 

The broad international support for the reconstruction 
of El Salvador creates an unprecedented opportunity 
for addressing the long-standing economic problems 
that led to the country's civil war. A successful 
reconstruction is, therefore, absolutely crucial to the 
effort to break the cycle of injustice, repression and 
rebellion that has dominated Salvadoran history for 
centuries. 

To date, the two years of reconstruction have in- 
volved a variety of actors with divergent and often 
conflicting goals. Not surprisingly, these conflicting 
goals lead observers of the process to radically 
different interpretations of the strengths and weak- 
nesses of the process. 

Despite a very slow start, the PRN has important 
gains to its credit. It has contributed to a peaceful 
transition after 12 years of brutal armed conflict. 
Similarly, it '7as provided resources for important 
infrastructure projects and created temporary job 
opportunities and other mechanisms to put economic 
resources in the hands of its target population. 

The peace accords, however, call on the PRN to 
promote the "integrated development" of the ex- 
conflicrive zones, and to contribute to national 
reconciliation among all Salvadorans. The plan must 
be judged in relation to these goals as well. 

On the issue of integrated development, one USAlD 
official, referring to land, training and credit programs, 
said that while these programs may be man things, I' "there is very little development in them."l8 We 
have to agree with that assessment. 

Key components of reconstruction like the Land 
Transfer Program have been drastically delayed, and 
there is reason to doubt that, even if they do gain 
access to land, the beneficiaries will have the means 
to become viable agricuttural producers-a pre- 
condition for development in the ex-conflictive zones. 
That is not to say that the plan, as a whole, is without 

developmental impact. Despite the undeniable 
shortcomings of their efforts, both the EEC and the 
UNDP are concentrating on integrating elements of 
long-term sustainability into reconstruction programs. 
According to program evaluators contracted by 
USAID, that agency and the SRN have also begun 
concentrating resources on economic revitalization of 
the ex-conflictive zones, but they lack "any underlying 
theme or plan (e. ., an area development plan)" to 
guide this wotk1l2 Without such a plan. the SRN is 
unlikely to achieve lasting advances. 

A second key issue concerns participation in the 
PRN. Despite evidence to the contrary, some insist 
that the PRN programs are well-designed but that 
their implementation has been blocked by the FMLN 
and other opposition forces for political reasons. 
There is evidence of a lack of cooperation by the 
FMLN and project beneficiaries, and such behavior 
does not aid the reconstruction process. Such 
conduct, however, is a predictable outcome of the 
absence of participation by the opposition in the 
design and implementation of PRN programs. 
Exclusion has damaged relationships that the 
reconstruction process should be strengthening. 
This not only undermines the goal of reconciliation, it 
also destroys the programs from an operational 
perspective. 

The elections and the accompanying change in 
administration make this an excellent time to re-think 
reconstruction, but a positive outcome is by no 
means assured.183 In the end, Salvadorans will 
determine whether or not reconstruction will be 
rescued: given the heavy reliance of the PRN on 
outside resources, however, the actions of interna- 
tional actors will continue to have considerable 
weight. That influence carries with it some responsi- 
bility for the success of the process. 

With that responsibility in mind, we have presented 
ten recommendations in the summary at the front of 
this report. 
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